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NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
With new HGMS2 technology

ICEBUG / Zeal: Featuring Icebug’s
HGMS2 technology, the Zeal provides
stability and protection on a low
platform. The trail shoe is designed
to offer better ground control for
competitive and fast trail runners.
Short for “Holy Grail Midsole Soft and
Stable,” the new HGMS2 midsole
design provides a stable but soft heel
grip combined with superior side and
underfoot protection. The HGMS2 is
also made with two different densities
for maximum feel, comfort and
protection, but in a lightweight package.
MSRP $169.95-$184.95.

Non-porous rubber

BOKOS / Sandals: Bokos are built out of a non-porous
rubber, which makes them easy to clean and anti-odor. The
one-piece construction makes them ultra-durable, perfect
for wearing around the campsite, in the garden, in the
locker room shower, or after a workout. Bokos are offered
in 12 color options. MSRP $18.

WOLVERINE / Growler: The boot has a water-resistant
upper, removable single-density polyurethane footbed and
lightweight midsole. It is a smooth mover. It comes in three
colorways. MSRP $120-$130.

Vibram rubber-lug outsole
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THE 2014 POLARTEC APEX AWARD WINNERS
®

C.
A.

B.

D.

G.

E.

F.

A. MARMOT® - Cataclysm Glove
B. BOMBER GEAR® - Palguin Dry-Top
C. ARIAT® INTL. - FR Work Tek Pullover Hoodie & Baselayer 1/4 Zip
D. REEBOK - ReebokCF Anti-Freeze Mock
E. LOUIS GARNEAU® - Course Windpro LS Jersey & Arm Warmers
F. MEC™ - Obsession Jacket
G. SIMMS® - Fjord Fleece Pant

Each year we honor the supreme designers and fabric
diviners who use Polartec® fabrics to create ingenious
products that are truly Like Magic. Every APEX winner
is presented the coveted Malden statue, an industry
award unlike any on this world.
Join our celebration of innovation and witness
all 2014 APEX Award winners together with
the Polartec® fabrics they used at Outdoor
Retailer Summer Market, BOOTH 37039
and POLARTEC.com

POLARTEC.COM

Polartec® is a registered trademark of Polartec, LLC. ©Polartec 2014

BEHOLD!

Storm lens

UNDER ARMOUR / Keepz Storm: In collaboration with optics industry leader Zeiss, the UA Storm
lens combines anti-corrosive and hydrophobic technology with top-notch optics. The new UA Keepz
Storm has a gray polarized lens with blue mirror. The lens is hydrophobic, anti-static and scratch
resistant with a hard coating that’s easy to clean. MSRP $149.99-$159.99.

Waterproof flashlight

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

360 degree visibility

LIGHT & MOTION / Vis 360 Run: Light & Motion is expanding its line of commuter safety lights to the
runners market with the new Vis 360 Run. It is the first runner’s headlamp to offer a full 360 degrees of visibility.
The Vis 360 light is incorporated into a head strap design, providing multi-sport enthusiasts a safety solution for
their running needs. Comfortable and lightweight, the Vis 360 Run weighs in at only 130 grams. MSRP $109.99.

OLYMPIA / RG850: The Olympia RG850
is a rugged, high-intensity CREE LED
flashlight built for the great outdoors. It is
waterproof, impact resistant and has an
anti-freeze non-slip grip, making it just
as easy to use with gloves or without.
These flashlights feature five unique light
settings, including high, middle, low
and even a strobe and SOS setting for
emergency situations. MSRP $89.99.
6 • Outdoor Insight • July 2014

For serious grillers

BISON / Airlighter: The Airlighter is designed for serious grillers, tailgaters and campers. It runs on a patented
technology that combines a high velocity flame with a jet-air-stream that ignites charcoal instantly so that you can
be cooking for guests within five minutes. It reduces the amount of fuel needed to get your grill going. Portable and
multi-purpose, the Airlighter can be used in any setting inside the home, backyard or deep woods. MSRP $99.
outdoorinsightmag.com

THE 2014 POLARTEC APEX AWARD WINNERS
®
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A.
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D.
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F.

A. ARC’TERYX - Argus and Gaea Jackets
B. BLUESMITHS - Kula Jacket
C. SUGOI - Alpha Hybrid Jacket
D. CHOUCAS™ HATS - Glide Hat
E. WINGS + HORNS - Bunker Jacket
F. MAKERS & RIDERS - Dispatch Rider Weatherproof Trouser
G. QOR - Alpha Waxed Cotton Jacket

Each year we honor the supreme designers and fabric
diviners who use Polartec® fabrics to create ingenious
products that are truly Like Magic. Every APEX winner
is presented the coveted Malden statue, an industry
award unlike any on this world.
Join our celebration of innovation and witness
all 2014 APEX Award winners together with
the Polartec® fabrics they used at Outdoor
Retailer Summer Market, BOOTH 37039
and POLARTEC.com

POLARTEC.COM

Polartec® is a registered trademark of Polartec, LLC. ©Polartec 2014
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OUTDOOREYE
HILLEBERG / Enan:
The one-person Enan is part
of Hilleberg’s Yellow Label
series of lightweight threeseason tents. It is built for
warmer weather and snowfree adventures. The tent
features Kerlon 600 fabric,
which is a lightweight yet
strong triple-coated silicone
nylon fabric. It weighs in at
2 pounds, 6 ounces.

Lightweight stove

NEW PRODUCTS

Kerlon 600 fabric

OPTIMUS / Polaris Optifuel Stove: The
new Polaris Optifuel offers versatility in a
lightweight backcountry stove. It switches
between virtually any fuel types without the
need to change anything on the stove. The
Polaris features an EZ quick connect for ease
of use and safety, a magic cleaning needle,
and is 4-season compatible. MSRP $180.

Streamlined strength

PRINCETON TEC / Sector 5: Designed for power and
convenience, the Sector 5 handheld packs 550 lumens,
respectively, for use on land or deep underwater (waterproof to
100m/IPX8). A new trigger design makes usage simple, and a lock
out switch prevents accidental illumination or battery drain. The
single Maxbright LED lasts for 24 hours. MSRP $109.99.

KRENZIEN, KRENZIEN & ASSOCIATES INC.
The SPORTING GOODS
Professionals

Trigger design

Eight decades of Excellent
Service!
Please call us regarding
representation in the
Midwest, Pennsylvania, Texas
and Mountain States.

425 Huehl Rd, Bldg 1, Northbrook, IL 60062

(847) 498-0400

Fax (847) 498-0449

Skype: ron.isaacskka
Ronisaacs@krenzien.com

LEKI / SpeedLock 2: The new
SpeedLock 2 trekking pole system is
a streamlined version of the brand’s
original external locking system
known for its strength. It utilizes direct
compression force to lock the pole
shafts into place. In addition to the
new Legacy and Legacy Lady poles,
SpeedLock 2 will be featured on six
other models in the SpeedLock series.
MSRP $99.99-$199.

outdoorinsightmag.com
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OUTDOOREYE

OLUKAI / Punono Slide: With its
premium leather, micro-perforated
detail and compression-molded EVA
midsole the Punono Slide offers a
combination of style and comfort.
Features include a full-grain leather
wrapped insole, hand-stained hard
leather outsole base, and paniolo
(translation: cowboy) inspired footbed
artwork. MSRP $160.

Micro-perforated details

Summer slip-on

PAKEMS / Sol Light: Set to be available in Summer 2015, the Pakems Sol Light has a soft,
breathable mesh upper. It offers a precise, comfort fit with one-pull lacing, EVA midsole and a
durable rubber outsole for traction. It may be worn heel up or down for a convenient summer slip
on. Comes with a strapped tote bag for convenient hands-free carrying. MSRP $55.

Streamlined backpack

Straight up...
We are the
industry
experts.
A best in class program designed to save you money.
Retailers:

Complete business package policy that
includes rental, demo and repair liability.

Manufacturers:

Product liability coverage in an exclusive program
and lower minimum premiums.

Be a part of the only insurance program
endorsed by Outdoor Industry Association®.

www.outdoorsportsins.com
800-491-2858

® Outdoor Industry Association and the Outdoor Industry Association logo are registered trademarks of Outdoor Industry Association.
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ULTIMATE DIRECTION / Fastpack 20: The Fastpack 20 is a streamlined
backpack ideal for minimalist adventures. Perfect for day hikes, peak bagging
or even a minimalist overnight, the Fastpack takes inspiration from UD’s
Signature Series hydration vests, featuring twin front-mounted water bottle
pockets for easy access, wide shoulder straps for comfort, and adjustment
straps for a custom fit. MSRP $149.
outdoorinsightmag.com

PUSH PERFORMANCE
TO THE LIMIT

CORDURA® DENIM FABRIC
COMFORTABLY HANDLES LIFE’S TOUGHEST ADVENTURES.
STRENGTH? STRETCH? COMFORT? MOISTURE MANAGEMENT? WATER REPELLENCE?
CORDURA® DENIM FABRICS CAN BE DESIGNED FOR WHATEVER YOUR ADVENTURE
CALLS FOR. VISIT CORDURA.COM/DENIM TO FIND OUT MORE.
© 2014 INVISTA. CORDURA® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF INVISTA FOR DURABLE FABRICS.

FOLLOW US
@CORDURABRAND
LIKE US
FACEBOOK/CORDURABRAND
WATCH US
YOUTUBE/CORDURABRAND
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NEW PRODUCTS

by Chaos

BALEGA / Enduro V-Tech: The Enduro V-tech Quarter
sock is an addition to Balega’s signature Enduro line. It has
enhanced compression and a sensitive rib top. The sock aims
to deliver both softness and support. It has elastic technology
— rather than using one single strength elastic in the sock, it
has variable compression zones across the foot. MSRP $12.

HILLSOUND EQUIPMENT/ FreeSteps6: The FreeSteps6
is an easy-on-and-off fishing crampon. Traditional screw-in
studs can be a hassle to get in and out, often resulting in
boat damage. The FreeSteps6 solves this problem while
offering additional advantages, including ergonomic design,
the ability to easily slip on and off and metal spikes that
cannot be felt through the sole. MSRP $39.99.
outdoorinsightmag.com

NEW
ICEBREAKER
COOL-LITE
™

OUR COOLEST FABRIC EVER

WICKS

3X
FASTER

Icebreaker Cool-lite™
wicks 3x faster so
you feel light and
free – even in the
most hot and humid
conditions.

40

%

COOLER

Icebreaker Cool-lite™
combines two natural
performance fibres,
premium merino wool
and TENCEL® – to
reduce heat retention
and keep you cool.

UPF

40

+

Icebreaker
Cool-lite™ is
thin, lightweight
and breathable
with natural UV
protection of 40+.

icebreaker.com

APPAREL

Dressed for
Any Adventure
Combining Technical
Performance with
Stylish Panache.

ExOfficio
Men’s
TriFlex

By Lou Dzierzak

T

he way that American consumers have
embraced the outdoor lifestyle has significantly changed the way people dress over
the years. The concept of work attire from
9-to-5 and “play” clothes from 5-to-9 and on
weekends seems like a distant memory for
many outdoor enthusiasts.
“People don’t remember suits and ties were required or
when this outdoor lifestyle trend was just a trend. Now it
has become a style that is here to stay,” says Jordan Wand,
VP–product and marketing at Outdoor Research. “It’s a
great challenge to have versatility. It used to be apparel
for 9-to-5 and 5-to-9. Now we have to think about apparel
that you can leave the house at six a.m. and wear the same
thing no matter where your journey takes you.”
Kylene Wolfe, product line manager at ExOfficio says,
“The dress from 9-to-5 and 5-to-9 is more casual and even
more so with the influence from outdoor lifestyle. People
want to be comfortable all day and not have to worry
about changing their dress from day to night. The key
is comfort of performance fabrics that you’ll look good
in and feel good in for a day at the office as well wear
for a hike on the trail after work and or dinner out with
friends.”
Climbers, paddlers, hikers and campers want
to wear the clothes they feel most comfortable in
as often as possible. “The outdoor lifestyle has
been influencing a large demographic for a long
time now, which means that more and more
people are looking for clothing with function,
versatility, protection and durability. Constantly
improving those elements remains the single
most important area of focus for Black Diamond,”
says Martijn Linden, director of apparel at Black
Diamond Equipment. “It’s an exciting time to
be designing apparel for climbing, skiing and
similar mountain pursuits. With the sports and
community constantly evolving, clothing has to
keep improving with new solutions in order to
meet new challenges.”
Wearing the same outfit for a meeting with
the boss, a hike after work and meeting friends
for a beer creates a market for crossover
designs. “Apparel design has been an
evolution. There’s much more crossover appeal
today,” says Helena Barbour, business unit director
for sportswear at Patagonia. “Outdoor brands have
influenced this trend tremendously. Our customer is
looking for multi-functionality. The new performance
fabrics and technical constructions allow the creation of
this segment of apparel that is the ultimate crossover.”

outdoorinsightmag.com

Patagonia Long Haul Western
Shirt. 100% fit for trail running,
100% recycled polyester,
100% odor free.

Polygiene Permanent Odor Control Technology
Finally, odor control that really works. Take the wear-it-all-week challenge.
The design of the shirt meets the needs of trail runners and the shirt stays fresh
even after several runs. Based on natural silver salt, Polygiene is the best
performing, safest and most eco-friendly odor control technology available.
Wear More. Wash Less ™
ORSM Booth # 39051 · www.polygiene.com · www.conceptiii.com

APPAREL

Super Natural Zip Hoody
Moonstruck
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Versatility
and
Crossover
Appeal.
2

All Day
Comfort.
3

Differentiating
With Fabric
Tech.

Patagonia Men’s Baggies

Merrell Gamma Jacket

Super Natural Mesh Shorts

Mixing Function and Fashion
Outdoor enthusiasts measure their apparel choices on
fashion and technical performance. Colors, prints and
fashion design elements mix with moisture management,
breathability and protection from the sun.
“Apparel design teams have more latitude and freedom
to build interesting silhouettes that actually perform than
they ever have before. Technical fabrications like UPF
protection didn’t exist 10 years ago. Since you don’t have
to compromise to get a technical attribute consumers can
actually put that feature on their criteria list. They don’t
have to compromise and that feature can move higher on
the list,” says Robert Fry global director of product merchandising and design at Mountain Hardwear.
“At ExOfficio, performance fabrics are the first thing
that we consider when creating designs, then consider the
function and third is the design. The balance is creating
new and fresh designs that also function either in the fabric or features that we incorporate into the design,” says
Wolfe. “Yes, there are compromises, especially with the
development of certain fabric blends and getting the hand
feel you want as well as lending itself to the design. The
final style needs to have function and perform while looking
good on the customer.”
Marty Weening, president of Gramicci, says, “It really is
about building the product to make certain that it looks
great but also functions. If there is a balance in the design
of the garment it has to function but at the same time be so
appealing that it functions in a social environment and not
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Super Natural
Cap Sleeve Tee

Black Diamond MonoPoint Shell

Outdoor Research
Women’s Umbra Hoody

just an active environment. You’ve met the challenge and
connected the dots. For Gramicci, that has been at the root
and heritage since the company’s inception. It’s always been
a very lifestyle oriented product that’s functioned very well
in the outdoors.”
Creating apparel that matches the technical needs as well
as the fashion trend expectations of the buyer can be challenging. “A typical product design brief for a technical product will say this product is for this intended consumer for an
intended sport. With lifestyle apparel you can’t pinpoint the
use as narrowly,” says Wand.
Sometimes there can be compromises in a pure vision for
a collection, says Phil Dickinson, creative director at Super
Natural. “This tends to be in the aesthetic vision rather than
the performance,” he explains. “Balancing where we can take
the brand creatively with where the consumer or market
is today is a fine art. In fashion the retail sector is used to
a quicker turn of product and so moves on a faster trend
cycle. Outdoor by its nature requires a slower turn built on
product authority and a performance guarantee.”
For Black Diamond, performance is always the most
important, says Linden. “It is imperative though, to have a
collection of products that range from most protective to
most breathable. That’s true in shells, and we take a similar
approach with midlayers and sportswear.”
Comfort never goes out of style. Or out of demand.
“Anything that is comfortable for a variety of different experiences and happens to look great? You have struck the
chord and hit the home run,” says Gramicci’s Weening. l

outdoorinsightmag.com

Merchandising at Retail
the outdoor consumer,” says
Outdoor Research’s Jordan
Wand. “It’s purchasing
versus shopping. Retailers
are keenly aware of that
now and are making their
environments more in tune
with a shopping mentality.”
Gramicci’s Marty Weening
adds, “If you can convince
a retailer that they have to
spend more time on visually
merchandising apparel they
will see significant results.
Store merchandising is an
art that some retailers work
very hard at. It’s a critical
part of communicating
with a younger consumer
audience.”

SELLING OUTDOOR
apparel is a market opportunity for specialty retailers
every month of the year.
Merchandising and display
expertise for apparel requires
a different approach than
other product categories in
outdoor specialty stores.
“Retailers have been
more comfortable with
an item-based business
like footwear, backpacks
and sleeping bags versus
collection-based with
apparel. You need an
assortment, you need
head-to-toe and first layer
to third layer. Retailers are
learning that lesson. They
are learning how to evolve
the presentation on the
floor and the assortment of
products they buy to serve

At right: Laid back style from
Gramicci. The Tie Dye Stripe Crew
(left) and Gramicci Beachside
Colton (right).
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FOOTWEAR

Feature Title / Secondary Title if Needed

Lowa
Phoenix LL Low

Driving
AHEAD
By Lou Dzierzak

F

ootwear brands offer an incredible array of
models for every kind of outdoor enthusiast
and environment. Paddlers, hikers, climbers
and trail runners all have specific preferences in terms of technical performance. In
addition to sticky rubber soles and uppers
that drain water, style matters too.
“When we set out to design a new product, aesthetics
play an important role but we wouldn’t design products
without technical attributes so we take both in equal consideration,” says Brian Hall, product manager at Vasque.
“We design for many different types of consumers.
We go by what the person is ultimately going to use the
product for,” says Jeff Dill outdoor business unit director
at Keen. “For the most hard core, professional athlete or
guide, aesthetics matter a lot less. For a more casual user,
aesthetics may matter more. There’s a slider between aes-
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thetics and technical performance that we adjust to what
the consumer is going to experience.”
Mark Pavsek, performance category business director at Merrell, notes, “A strong design trend for Merrell
is the influence of our natural surroundings on product
design. The trail is our inspiration and destination. We
take inspiration from nature and apply it to our products.
Our products become the vehicles within your outdoor
experience.”
Even consumers who place technical features at the
top of their purchase criteria still want their boots to
look good. “Customers do want us to pay attention to
details, including matching
“We see that on one
colors on different parts of
hand there is still
the boot made with different
a trend for ‘softer’
materials
and
use
of
activities (versus
features,” says Peter Sachs,
hard core) that may
general manager at Lowa.
be less challenging
“For Lowa, what is driving
and adrenalin driven
our
business is sticking
with the focus shifting
with
great product for the
towards well being,
intended
use and making
relaxation, enjoying
sure
the
shoe
or boot fits
nature and being with
really
well,
is
well made
people you like.”
and
that
performance
is not
Mark Peikert, Gore-Tex Surround
compromised.”
Marc Peikert, global outdoor footwear product specialist at Gore-Tex Surround, says, “We see that on one
hand there is still a trend for ‘softer’ activities (versus
hard core) that may be less challenging and adrenalin
driven with the focus shifting towards well being, relaxation, enjoying nature and being with people you like.
Comfort plays a big role for this group of people and this

outdoorinsightmag.com

Function,
Fashion and
Versatility Define
Footwear
Design

Adidas Outdoor
Terrex Scope High GTX

includes climate comfort and protection. Lightweight and
flexible uppers as well as cushioned sole constructions
are also important.”
There is still the trend towards shorter duration activities – done-in-a-day – or even done-in-half-a-day. As a
result, lightweight, flexibility, protection and climate
comfort and breathability are key elements that consumers are drawn to.
The Legacy of Minimalism
The minimalism trend in running footwear design and
construction carried over to the broader footwear market. Today, there’s a significant legacy.
“Minimalism blew the doors off a lot of paradigms,”
says Vasque’s Hall. “Even if the concepts have waned,
minimalism threw out the rule book on shoemaking and
opened up a lot of possibilities for existing brands like us
as well as new brands. There are lasting effects like drops
in shoes and lightweight materials constructions. There
are a lot of elements that come out through the minimalist
movement that are here to stay. It was a fairly rigid rulebook when it came to building a running shoe and those
rules have been pushed to the wayside.”
Dill adds, “We watched minimalism explode. The question we had then was what would be the legacy. One of the
elements that you can still see today is innovation in foam
technology. We learned how to do more with less. Upper
constructions were overbuilt and now you have running
and hiking product that’s improved significantly.”
For a significant segment of backpackers and hikers,
minimalism isn’t a good fit. “Barefoot and minimal in running is if not dead, then dying,” Sachs believes. “It does
not really translate into outdoor except that the 20-year
trend has been to try to make boots lighter in weight, less

outdoorinsightmag.com

clunky and so on. The outdoor customer still needs support both underfoot and around the foot and ankle, stability, protection from rocks and uneven terrain, protection
from weather elements and so on.”
Greg Thomsen, managing director at Adidas Outdoor,
notes, “Adidas Outdoor designers in Germany were never
big fans of minimalism. There is very little that we have
that’s crossed over. Some of that is chasing fashion trends
and jumping on a bandwagon. We just didn’t go that way. I
think there’s a benefit because
our message has been consis“Minimalism blew
tent throughout. Our designs
the doors off a lot
of paradigms. Even
have been about minimizing
if the concepts
impact and adding protection
have waned,
and cushioning.”
minimalism threw
As minimalism has faded,
out the rule book
some running brands are proon shoemaking and
moting thicker cushioned platopened up a lot
forms. Maximal cushioning may
of possibilities for
not have the same influence.
existing brands.”
“We aren’t seeing the penduBrian Hall, Vasque
lum swing from minimalism to
maximalism as prevalent in the
hiking category. We see the ask
for athletic DNA in a true hiking product - fast and light
boots that are equally technical and built to perform in
the most rugged of conditions,” says Pavsek. “Consumers
want an athletic fit and feel with the performance technologies needed to carry them where they want to go.”
Josh Fairchilds, VP of Oboz, says, “Minimalism does have
a legacy. It informed awareness of biomechanics, the need
for foot strength and the desire for lightweight footwear. I
don’t expect hiking or lifestyle footwear will follow the max
cushioning trend because it’s just not applicable.”
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FOOTWEAR
The method of heavy duty high cushioning is the next big thing, according to Keen’s Dill, who notes that “the rush to the new” is often how
consumer products work. “If you step back and look at both movements
the underlying notion that is being communicated loud and clear is that
consumers have a great thirst for innovation and immediate acceptance
of something new, creative and appears that it might work.”

PATAGONIA
Skorist Mid

Vasque’s Hall agrees, “Our industry is prone to fads and trying new
things. That makes things interesting. Max cushioning will attract
fewer consumers but it works really well when you are running all day
or on hard surfaces. That approach really does reduce the impact on
your body. For ultrarunners and triathletes it has a positive effect on
your body.” l

VASQUE
Inhaler

OBOZ
Women’s Emerald Peak

VASQUE
Inhaler Low

PATAGONIA
Sloper

LOWA
Vantage GTX Mid

OBOZ
Men’s Sundog

MERRELL
Capra Sport
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MERRELL
Capra Sport Gore-Tex

BOGS
Tumalo Hiking Boot

ADIDAS OUTDOOR
Climacool JawPaw Lace

VASQUE
Inhaler Low
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WHAT’S
YOUR
HYDRATION
PLAN?

The #1 selling hydration brand* in running
specialty stores is also available at
progressive outdoor specialty stores.
Your customers are already using
Nathan products – is your store getting
your share of this growing business?

Contact Nathan today for more information about our products
and programs that are guaranteed to drive hydration category
growth in your store.

RUN STRONGER.
RUN LONGER.
nathansports.com

CONTACT ANNE ROCK TO GET STARTED
* Leisure Trends™ hydration category market research, 2014

CAMPING

Play
Time
C
By Lou Dzierzak

TICLA
The TeaHouse from
Ticla is designed
for the camper who
likes views and
ventilation. It features
full visibility and is
made with durable
materials.

amping is one of the quintessential forms of
outdoor recreation. Setting up a place to spend
the night in the woods, in the mountain or the
side of the river brings an incredible sense of
anticipation of the adventures to come.
Demographics of camping enthusiasts cross
generations. Baby Boomers and Millennials both crave the
experience of sleeping under the stars. Although they share that
same passion, their preferences differ significantly.
“We see growth in the segment of camping we call ‘woods
with friends.’ The experience is car camping with lots of activities involved like hiking, mountain biking, climbing in the same
weekend,” says Robert Fry, global director of product merchandising and design at Mountain Hardwear. “People have less
time to go for a 10-day backpacking trip but are more open to a
three-day weekend to play. We see that as a trend with no sign
of stopping. The camping category had been stale for a long
time so it’s exciting to design for that segment.”
Doug Jacot, VP at Therm-a-Rest, says, “Today’s outdoor
enthusiast wants versatile camp comforts that bring fun and
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decadence to their connection with nature. Car camping in state
parks and in National Forests is exploding. These weekend outdoor enthusiasts want lightweight, ultra-compact camp accessories that take up little to no room in their vehicles.”
Long-time campers and new participants are searching out
new products that reflect an updated sense of the experience.
While backpackers continue to ask for lightweight and durable
tents, car campers are looking for different floor plans and
accessories that can make their experience more comfortable.
“There’s a higher bar now in terms
of equipment. As an industry we have
to address issues like sleeping on the
ground, going to the bathroom in the
woods, not being able to shower and
dealing with bugs. Things that core users don’t fret over are
going to be the make or break issues for camping categories
over the next decade,” says Cam Brensinger, founder and CEO
of Nemo Equipment. “I started Nemo to improve the experience
of outdoor adventure with better product design and engineering. I’m happy to see these changes happening.”
“Product designers are never satisfied. We’re always trying

New Tent
Designs
Drive the
Market

outdoorinsightmag.com

to make the equipment lighter, stronger and cheaper. There’s
the business idiom that says pick two,” says Fry. “When
there’s an innovation in materials tent design will leap forward.
Sometimes innovation comes from game changing design rather than incremental materials innovation. The best products
start with great design. No amount of good material can make
up for a bad design.”
Baby Boomers grew up with backpacking and are more likely
than Millennials to have been backpacking before. Boomers
who have remained outdoorsy and active are still likely to go
backpacking, but tend to opt for a car camping experience to
relax and spend time with family, says Michael Glavin, VP of
Sierra Designs.
“Outdoor experiences are starting to gain traction with
Millennials,” he adds. “Just take a look around the OR show
floor and you’ll see a younger, hipper element that only seems
to be growing. This crowd engages in a mix of backpacking and
car camping. As for gear, Boomers will often use backpacking
gear that they’ve had for years and buy car camping gear for
that experience. Millennials are looking for their gear to serve

double duty, buying backpacking gear and using it for car
camping as well.”
Big Agnes is introducing a line of tents designed to meet the
needs of savvy consumers who expect to stay connected no
matter where they set up camp. Big Agnes’ mtnGLO collection
of tents has LED lights integrated into the tent’s seams. The
flagship model of the mtnGLO collection, the Gilpin Falls Power
House, features the Joey T55 power management device. The
unit will power the lights or other electronic devices.
Generational Differences
Nemo’s Brensinger says that “the younger generations are
not as interested in core outdoor activities like backpacking.
They are more interested in being connected and the experience than a masochistic testing of their limits. I think we are at
the beginning of a shift in what the market is looking for and
how the market responds.”
Tom Hathaway, North American director of sales for GSI
Outdoors, says, “Baby Boomers introduced Millennials to
camping as little kids, now it’s their turn. In general we lose

Left to right: Big
Agnes Gilpin Falls
Powerhouse; Sierra
Designs Tensegrity
2 Elite; MSR FlyLite.

CAMPING

Clockwise from bottom left: Therm-a-Rest EvoLite Mattress; Nemo
Tango Duo Slim 30; Nemo Labs Coda Series; Kelty Dualist.
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high school and college students while they are pursuing a multitude of other
diversions. It is often the onset of a serious relationship that brings them
back, or male and female bonding trips after they grow bored of the typical
party scene. The difference now is that the Millennials are even more socially
connected so group size may be increasing.”
Industry observers have noted that the recession brought families back to
camping. State park visit statistics skyrocketed during the downturn. It’s not
clear if those visitors will continue camping.
“A lot of people tried camping but didn’t stick with it. There’s a failing
on the part of the industry and the equipment right now to make camping
appealing enough,” says Brensinger. “The juxtaposition between how we live
our daily lives and how you spend a night camping is changing. It was different in the WW II era. Kids were growing up with a more intimate relationship
with the outdoors. Their dads probably all spent nights in tents. Its different
today, when kids are growing up surrounded by technology with an expectation of always being connected. There’s a greater sense of comfort than
we’ve ever had. Our cars, beds and environments are more comfortable.”
Rich Hill, founder of Ticla says, “The needs of a hardcore camper and
beginner are really similar. Both audiences want something that’s super
durable, easy to set-up and thoughtful in concept. When you spend so many
days outside you just want to be comfortable.”
Defining Living Space
The number of people intending to use the tent for shelter defines how
tents are segmented. Most brands offer solo, two person, three person and
family sized options. While floor plans help buyers narrow their choices,
illustrations on a point of purchase display can’t truly explain the living experience each tent option offers.
“Tent floor plans and square footage have not changed over the past 20
years. A two-person tent has always been sized to fit two full-sized sleeping

pads. That dimension has remained relatively unchanged at 50-52 inches
wide by 84 inches long. What has been influenced by changing consumer
interest is the interior volume of a tent,” says Terry Breaux, tent designer for
MSR. “Consumers demand more livability in today’s camping tent, and the
vertical profile of tents has changed to meet their needs.”
Tent designs balance the consumer’s application. No surprise that purchase
criteria for a backpacking tent and a car camping model differ significantly.
“Nobody wants to be uncomfortably crammed into a tent, so square footage and floor plans are evolving for comfort.
Industry observers At Kelty, we have a wide range of tents for
have noted that the backpacking and base camping, all of which
recession brought
provide enough room for a comfortable
families back to
night’s sleep,” says Kaier.
camping. State
Traditionally, tent manufacturers would
park visit statistics make a tent smaller to remove material
skyrocketed during and save weight. This practice decreases
the downturn.
floor space as well as comfort, explains
It’s not clear if
Sierra Designs’ Glavin. “We’re making tents
those visitors will
that blend more internal space with lightcontinue camping.
er weight through smart designs and new
thinking. The traditional dome tent is overbuilt for the intended use and we saw a ton
of room for improvement. We’ve gotten rid of the separate fly and vestibules
to cut back on how much material we use, allowing us to keep our interiors
roomy and comfortable without adding extra weight.”
Mountain Hardwear’s Fry notes, “As an industry we are trying to come to a
uniform measure of livability. If I said my tent is 563 liters in volume the consumer doesn’t know what that means. We don’t have a common experience
to help me define that or project an image in my head. The industry wants to
get to a new metric for tent livability but it may take a while.” l

WATCHES

StillTicking
How the
Watch
Category is
Staying Afloat.
Statistics tell us
that 91 percent
of adults in the
United States
own a cellphone.
More than 1.8
billion mobile
phones were
sold in 2013
to build that
ubiquitous
ownership. And
every single one
of those billion
phones shares
one function in
common: they all
show the time.
So how can
watch brands
stay afloat?

Marty Cooper, Dakota Watch Company
“Most people own a mobile phone now. At the same
time we know that most people have not moved away
from the convenience of the wristwatch. We are still
experiencing substantial increases of Dakota Watch
Sales in our stores and on line.
It’s worth noting that when someone gets out their
smartphone to check the time, they end up checking
text messages, Facebook, email and that the one-second
task of telling the time then turns into a 15-minute task.”

call it obsession) with a mobile phone screen is far
more offensive. That said, a watch on one’s wrist tends
to send some pretty important non-verbal messages. For
one, it makes a statement of maturity and purposeful
accessorizing. A watch also makes a personal statement
of design and style. Especially in an active setting
(running, climbing, cycling, you name it), a wristwatch
is far more functional than a mobile phone.”
TECHNOLOGY, TRENDS & VERSATILITY

Joey Sherren, Momentum Watch
“It’s important to look at a couple of factors. The
first of these is that while both a phone and a watch
can tell time, there is a fundamental difference in how
they perform. A phone, especially today, has 24 hours
of battery power (if you’re lucky). It’s not waterproof
and as anyone with a cracked screen will tell you, they
aren’t very durable. Especially in the outdoor industry,
watches simply perform where phones can not.
The second thing worth looking at is that a watch is
a lot more than simply a tool used to tell time. Watches
are fashion as much as function now, and with such a
large variety of styles and features, they can definitely
make statements about those who wear them.
Well-built, durable timepieces that look the part
always seem to do well for us and that’s why we’ll keep
making them.”
Chris Costa, Victorinox Swiss Army
“It used to be seen as rude for one to look too
frequently at his or her wristwatch. Today, I think we
can all agree that one’s constant glancing (or let’s just

1
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Jimmy Olmes, Reactor
“A cool look is first and foremost, then the color of
the dial and plating of the stainless steel. Black has
been very popular, but we are finding that our new
Gun Metal plating is really taking off. A quality watch
feels good on the wrist and a sport watch tends to
make a bigger statement due to its size and color
opportunities. Next to looks, water resistance and
luminosity are the most important features.”
Chris Costa, Victorinox Swiss Army
“Individuality, and making a statement by what
is worn on one’s wrist are paramount. So, variety
of functionality and aesthetic is important. Larger
case sizes, multiple color and material options both
on the dial, and strap or bracelet are appealing
to consumers of all ages. However, for Victorinox
Swiss Army and Wenger, a significant point of
differentiation that is truly appreciated by consumers
is the ability to purchase a Swiss-made timepiece,
with a three-year warranty at an entry price point.”

3

4
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Joey Sherren, Momentum Watch
“What’s so great about the current climate for an
outdoor brand like us is that fashion and function have
collided and are inexorably linked.”
Marty Cooper, Dakota Watch Company
“There will always be more and more function and
always will be more fashion trends. Dakota carries over
500 styles in our assortment. We sometimes replace or
update 50 percent of that assortment in a year. We are
always updating our watch line.”
Jimmy Olmes, Reactor
“Since Reactor is a true sport performance brand we
do not ever compromise on our DNA. We incorporate
our DNA into the fashion of every watch. While many
of our competitors try to be all things to all people,
Reactor’s focus is sport performance. We are not the
perfect watch for everyone, but we are an ideal watch
for an active person or outdoor enthusiasts.”
Chris Costa, Victorinox Swiss Army
“Balancing the materials, size and functionality of the
watch during concept design, helps us create offerings
that appeal to fashion trends, but also offer longevity
due to craftsmanship and iconic design rather than
annual trends.”
MAXIMIZING RETAIL SALES
Jimmy Olmes, Reactor
“The outdoor market has embraced highly technical
products featuring GPS, compass, wind speed,
barometers, etc. but they have not really taken
advantage of fashion sport performance products.
Bass Pro, Cabela’s, REI, L.L.Bean all offer watches, but
they have not followed their good-better-best strategy
as they have in sunglasses. Sunglasses and watches
typically work very well together and in fact mirror
each other. The key to selling more expensive watches
is to educate employees on the difference between a

$100 watch and a $500 watch, much the same as a pair
of $35 sunglasses and a $300 pair.”
Marty Cooper, Dakota Watch Company
“Our outside sales efforts are mainly to outdoor
specialty stores who produce sales on the multipurpose
clip watches and lightweight wristwatches. Those type
of watches that are perfect for the man or woman with
a hobby or profession that require a tough, waterresistant lightweight watch on or off the wrist for their
profession or hobby.”

Dakota Light Angler

Joey Sherren, Momentum Watch
“This is a great market. Specialty retailers have
and continue to do well with analog watches because
of how universal they are. No matter where you
are, a watch is useful. Analog watches, while still
important tools for the outdoorsman, are as much
about style and image as they are about function.
Accordingly, analog watches tend to be shopped
for differently than most products in outdoor shops.
Knowledgeable staff and attractive displays are vital
to raising consumer awareness. At the end of the day,
if you avoid the common misconceptions about what
you’re selling and market accordingly, you’ll find a
surprisingly large customer base.”
Chris Costa, Victorinox Swiss Army
“Retailers who understand the value that the
Victorinox Swiss Army and Wenger watch collections
offer their customers are taking full advantage of
the market. They appropriately assort their watch
display cases with a combination of technical sport
watches with multiple functions, dive watches, and
chronographs. Their sales are dramatically improved
when they place importance on maintaining a welltrained sales staff that can explain and demonstrate
the value and multi-functional nature of the watches.
Outdoor consumers are gear junkies who want to know
about every bell and whistle — that’s true whether the
purchase is a bike, canoe, tool, or even a watch.” l

Dakota Angler II Clip

1. Reactor Flat Dark Earth
Gryphon
2. Momentum Titanium
3. Bertucci AcquaX
4. Reactor Orange Gryphon
5. Swiss Army Dive Master
6. Swiss Army Original
7. Momentum Format 4
Titanium
8. Bertucci AcquaX Orange
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1
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Paddleboards
Are Still Hot.
2

Fishing Kayaks
Are All the Rage.
3
Customers
New To The Market
Are On The Rise.
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Comfort And
Customization
Are Important.
5
Boats Are Being Made
With New Materials.

Making a Splash
New Participants and New Trends Have the Market Buzzing.

Above: Northstar Canoe,
handcrafted by Ted Bell.
Below: Old Town Kayu.

By Lou Dzierzak

T

here are shifts afoot in the paddlesports market.
Stand up paddleboards and fishing kayaks are the
fastest growing segments in paddlesports.
“Over the last year paddlesports has seen the
most growth in participation with SUP (up 29
percent) and the kayak fishing markets (up 28
percent),” according to Philip Curry, president of Astral, who
adds, “Whitewater is up at 14 percent growth in participation
over the last year.”
As the kayak fishing trend continues to grow, brands are seeing plenty of first-timers attracted to the paddlesports market.
Shelly Moore, VP–sales at Confluence Outdoor, notes, “With
so many newcomers to the sport of kayak fishing, the trend
for quality angling kayaks across a spectrum of price points
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and channels will continue. The more avid or experienced the
kayak angler becomes, the more important hull performance
and outfitting systems become in their purchase decision.”
David Hadden, brand director – watercraft for Johnson
Outdoors, says, “The kayak fishing market remains strong with
some really inventive products keeping the momentum moving forward there. Demand for our Predator fishing kayaks in
particular has been incredible and other brands are pushing
the category along as well.”
Kayak fishing models are attracting more than just anglers.
New ways of using kayaks have inspired new participants to
try kayak designs. “Fishing kayaks are the big news, bringing
more people into the kayaking world than anything else right
now,” says Eric Jackson, founder of Jackson Kayaks. “There is
something that nobody ever seems to talk about when talking
about the kayaking market. We are constantly creating new
markets for kayaks, and that is the single biggest reason for
any growth.”
Adds Jackson, “In the 1980s it was whitewater kayaks and
sea kayaks. In the 1990s, it was whitewater kayaks, recreational
kayaks, and sea kayaks. In 2000-2010 it was whitewater kayaks,
recreational kayaks, sea kayaks and some fishing kayaks. In
2010-present it is primarily the advent of truly fishing specific
kayaks that are bringing in new blood. The definition of the
kayak is broadening and the uses of them are so varied, and
they are the best option for so many different user groups.”
Kayak fishing has also launched nationwide contests, fishing tournaments and demonstration events. “The number of
fishing-specific events throughout the world continues to be
gaining momentum, feeding a very healthy segment of kayak
anglers who are looking to share their passion with others,”
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says Ruth Triglia, VP sales at Hobie Cat. “We are seeing this
trend towards ‘doing it together’ develop in the rec market as
well, not quite as quickly as in fishing, but definitely on the rise.”
Stand Up Paddle Also Hot
Stand up paddling is also fueling interest. Paddling enthusiasts
are adding another watercraft to their quiver and the segment is
also attracting new users. “SUP remains hot and it looks like that
will continue into the foreseeable future,” says Hadden.
“You can’t go anywhere these days without seeing a host of
SUP paddlers on the water, whether in the surf or in flatwater,
“says Triglia.
Recreation touring kayaks, stand up paddleboards and canoes
all have unique feature sets that attract paddling enthusiasts.
Paddlesport brands are responding by fine-tuning current models, adding features and introducing accessories that address
specific issues.
“We’ve seen first hand that the ability to customize your kayak
or canoe is becoming more and more important to consumers. You may want to rig a boat one day for a certain activity
or conditions, and turn it completely around the next day for
another outing, so flexibility has become a huge selling point,”
says Hadden.
Customization appears to be important across all paddlesports segments. “Experienced kayakers in whitewater, touring
and angling are purchasing new and advanced models with customization options and the best outfitting,” says Moore.
Experienced paddlers look for features like speed, maneuverability and stability when considering a boat purchase.
Ultimately, comfort is at the top of that feature list.
“Comfort will always be king, especially when users are going
to spend all day on the water, so seating systems are attracting
a lot of attention. It’s something we’ve been working on at Old
Town for years and our adjustable Element seating system is a

good example of that,” says Hadden.
Weight and comfort are key drivers for all segments of kayaks
and for paddles and paddling apparel as well. “At Confluence,
we always strive to reduce weight without sacrificing safety,
performance and durability,” says Moore. “For whitewater,
touring, and angling, kayak outfitting that offers ‘customized
comfort’ with multiple points of adjustability continue to impact
purchase decisions. Kayakers in these segments do their homework and compare; our investments in outfitting innovation
have made the difference.”
At Hobie, it’s all about the hands-free experience, says Triglia,
noting that “comfort is playing a bigger and bigger role in a
customer’s buying decision, as is versatility achieved through
accessory options that cater to the owner’s particular interests
and needs.”
A Material Change
Ever since last year’s announcement that Royalex, a sturdy,
cost-effective material to build canoes, would no longer be
manufactured, boat brands have worked diligently to find alternatives.
“In the short term, we are addressing the loss of Royalex
by adding fiberglass based composite lay-ups in some of our
designs and we have been developing expanded composite
models for introduction at Outdoor Retailer in August,” says
Buff Grubb, brand manager for Mad River Canoe.
“We’re also researching new materials and technologies to
identify a comparable material in terms of care-free durability,”
adds Grubb. “In the long run we believe the loss of Royalex
will benefit our product line as it is realistic that this research
will yield canoes that are lighter as well as more durable than
current models. Ultimately, it’s not unrealistic that the loss of
Royalex may also engender new designs and processes in addition to these new materials.” l
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Ted Bell Version 2.0
THE FOUNDER OF BELL CANOE
Works has rejoined the outdoor
industry with Northstar Canoes.
Over the years, canoes from Bell
Canoe Works earned a “rock star”
like sense of loyalty from paddlers.
Ted Bell, the creator of those
canoes, was credited with developing new building methods by using
composite materials like Kevlar and
carbon fiber. Owners of his canoes
were often greeted with a “nice
boat” greeting from other paddlers.
In 2006, Bell was pondering
expanding Bell Canoe Works to manufacture plastic kayaks. The decision
would require taking on significant
debt to fund the launch. An unsolicited call from ORC Industries, in
LaCrosse, WI, changed his direction.
“Usually I would say ‘no thank
you, I’m not interested,’ when I
received that kind of call,” says Bell.
“This time I said, ‘Let’s talk.’”
Three months later Bell sold his
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company to ORC Industries.
The contract included a five-year
non-compete clause. “I enjoyed the
first six months away from the business, but then I started really missing
building boats,” says Bell. “Paddling
has been my life.”
During the recession, ORC
Industries stopped manufacturing Bell
Canoe Works models.
“When they mothballed the molds,
people all across the country would
search me out and ask if I was going
to build canoes again,” says Bell.
“Once my non-compete expired, I
decided it was time to get back into
the industry.”
In April 2013, Ted Bell and Bear
Paulsen founded Northstar Canoes
with several part-time employees. “We use the name, Northstar
Canoes, handcrafted by Ted Bell, to
connect the dots from Bell Canoe to
Northstar,” says Bell.
With that news spreading, retail-

ers and paddling enthusiasts started
calling up to place orders. Northstar
has relationships with more than 20
outdoor specialty retailers from New
Hampshire to Oregon. Retailers that
worked with Bell in the previous company quickly called to ask, “When can
I get boats?”
“What I thought was going to be a
hobby turned into a year-round business in a matter of months,” says
Bell. “When I put the word out that I
was going back into business I sold
more boats to retailers than I could
build that first year.”
At this point, Bell is still involved
in every step of the production process. Every Northstar canoe requires
15-to-30 man-hours to create a
finished product. As the company
grows and employees are trained to
his standards, Bell plans to step back
and concentrate more on design and
building relationships with retailers
and consumers.
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NUTRITION

Food Fight
Sports Nutrition Brands Battle for Attention.

aren’t happy with the products they are currently using
that are willing to experiment. Even athletes that think their
current product is working well for them are open to trying
new products if the information presented is justified.”
Blair McNamara, PowerICE
“We have created a new channel in the market. When
a potential customer experiences the benefits of frozen
hydration, which cools their core quickly before or after a
workout, we’ve developed a fan. Then it’s a matter of letting
them know where they can purchase a pack to take home
and freeze.”
Jennifer Shea, Honey Stinger
“We are seeing the market expand as more athletes of all
ability levels become increasingly aware of sports nutrition
and the impacts on their performance. High quality, natural
ingredients are attractive to savvy athletes at all levels of
training and competition.”
Ian McCollum, Huma Gel
“Right now existing brands can continue to grow sales
just by focusing on the niches they currently fill, while
new brands have the opportunity to establish themselves
by servicing a previously unmet need. If and when the
endurance boom ends, there will likely be a shakeup of the
market that will devolve into a fight for market share, but for
now the boom is providing room for everyone.”
Kevin Rutherford, Nuun
“We are finding that consumers are shifting to alternatives
that have a greater purpose, mission and overall health
approach. This shift is coming from the traditional
‘engineered science’ products that are now experiencing
contraction. The reality is the awareness of taking proactive
measures for optimal health is growing. The direct result is
our world of sports nutrition is experiencing growth.”

T

PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION
he evolution of the nutrition category
continues. Nutrition can help endurance
athletes and weekend hikers alike improve
their experiences by holding off the “bonk” that
can come from pushing too hard. Brands are
battling to differentiate as the market matures.

Jonathan Toker, SaltStick
“The market continues to expand as athletes become
more knowledgeable about the importance of nutrition in
their pursuit of sporting excellence and enjoyment. Products
continue to appear that benefit from advancing nutrition
science, and help to grow the overall arsenal used by athletes
at all levels.”
Lisa Hunt, Osmo Nutrition
”Every athlete is unique. There are a lot of athletes that
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Christian Johnson, GU Energy
“GU has lots of new products coming. We just rolled out
Salted Watermelon GU and Peanut Butter & Chocolate GU.
Also new: Root Beer GU, Lemonade Roctane and a $19.95
promotional value pack of GU and Roctane.”
Jason Lambert, Probar
“Because of the limitations of shelf space, run specialty
retailers are often selective on what they put on their shelves.
The product has to sell or it’s out of there.”
Jonathan Toker, SaltStick
“At SaltStick, we strive to support our retailer base with
100 percent satisfaction and enforcing a strong MAP policy.
We don’t allocate resources to projects that we can’t fully
support, and so while we might be a bit more limited
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by in-store presence, our current dealer base of 1500+
triathlon, cycling and running specialty stores appear to
enjoy working with the brand.”
Ian McCollum, Huma Gel
“While performance claims differentiate nutrition brands,
taste is also an important purchase criteria for many
consumers. Product sampling is a key sales tool for most
brands and retailers. Hands down the number one question
consumers ask about a new sports nutrition products is:
how does it taste? By providing every single one of our
accounts with mini sample size gels, we allow them to
overcome the fear-of-new-product barrier and establish a
strong demand for Huma Gel.”

3
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THE REAL FOOD STORY
Brian Frank, Hammer Nutrition
“The growth in whole foods-based diets, avoiding highly
processed, chemical-laden foods, seeking organic, non GMO
alternatives is naturally crossing over to sports nutrition
products. Athletes are finally starting to read labels on
sports nutrition products and being vocal about not wanting
to eat ‘junk food’ when they are exercising. This has a lot
of the traditional players scrambling and is providing a big
opening for new and existing companies as well.”
Mark Ribkoff, PocketFuel
“There are many scientific studies that are being
conducted but what the studies don’t talk about are side
effects. Certain products might get into your bloodstream
faster. But how do they work in your digestive tract?
You may get the benefit of a faster glucose hit but on the
other side may experience stomach issues because you
can’t process the ingredients. People are now evaluating
sports nutrition product offerings beyond the performance
characteristics.”
Blair McNamara, PowerICE
“Athletes are more conscientious than ever about what
they are ingesting. That is exactly why we worked diligently
to change to an all-natural PowerICE formula this season.
There is a trend to personalizing your diet. Dairy is a great
protein for some and others can’t tolerate it. Same with
gluten. We anticipate that more and more brands will offer
alternatives for special diets.”

6

7

Jay Peery, Skratch Labs
“In the long run, new products may come to market that
make ‘real food’ more convenient which may eventually
erode sales for traditional sports nutrition products. As
more folks come to the real food party, that will have to put
some pressure on the existing paradigm.”
Christian Johnson, GU Energy
“We applaud the real food approach on light runs or hikes
or in overall dietary prep for training and racing. However,
we believe that there are practical limits when pushing
yourself during intense endurance exercise and have
optimized the present GU Energy product line to support
athletes’ real needs during intense endurance activities.” l
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1. GU Energy Chocolate Peanut Butter. 2. Probar Bolt
Energy Chews 3. Nuun Energy Enhanced Drink Tabs.
4. Honey Stinger Energy Gel. 5. PocketFuel Whole
Food Fuel. 6. Skratch Labs Hyper Hydration Mix.
7. Bonk Breaker Peanut Butter Chocolate Chip.
8. PowerIce Frozen Hydration Bar. 9. Hammer Gel.
10. SaltStick Electrolyte Caps.
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SKIN CARE

Screening Out the Sun
Once just seen as a checkout counter impulse purchase, sunscreen and other skin care products
are now far more important. Skin care products are an essential part of any outdoor enthusiast’s
gear collection. Concerns about rising rates of skin cancer, more interest in ingredients and a
deeper understanding of protection ratings have made sun care a priority for many.

Informed Consumers Are Paying Attention to New Products.

1

IMPORTANCE OF INGREDIENTS

2

Tom Ferries, Beyond Coastal
“When we go to trade shows and events I am always
amazed by the knowledge people have about the
ingredients that manufacturers have put into sunscreens
that are harmful to the body. Watchdog websites like the
Environmental Working Group test every ingredient in
hundreds of sunscreens and rank them 0 to 10, 10 being
the worst. All of Beyond Coastal’s products lie in the 0-2
low hazard range.”
Heather Halpern, Kiss My Face
“Consumers definitely have more information at their
fingertips than ever before and know where and how to
get answers to their ingredient questions. More and more
we see people trying to avoid parabens, oxybenzone,
phthalates, etc., and other ingredients they perceive to be
harmful to themselves or the environment.”

3

David Lawrence, Joshua Tree
“Outdoor enthusiasts are generally a bit more savvy
when it comes to buying performance products. This
aptitude translates directly to understanding what to look
for in something like a sunscreen.”
WHAT CONSUMERS WANT

4

1. Beyond Coastal Active
Face Stick, MSRP $6.99.
2. Kiss My Face Kids
Defense, MSRP $16.99.
3. Elemental Herbs
Sunstick, MSRP $7.99.
4. Coppertone Sport
Travel Size, MSRP $3.99.

Tom Ferries, Beyond Coastal
“Natural and Organic are big key buzzwords now,
especially in the grocery market where most sunscreens are
purchased. There is definitely a cost component to these
products as any truly healthy sunscreen will come with a
price. I find that most outdoor athletes want a sunscreen
with healthy ingredients that protect them from the sun, is
water resistant, goes on clean and clear and doesn’t leave
them white like some natural sunscreens that use large
amounts of Zinc.
Packaging is key as well. Sunscreen packaging information
was regulated in 2012, so all brands must have the same
information such as exact SPF level, Broad Spectrum
Protection, water resistance 40 or 80 minutes, et cetera. The
key is communicating this information on the front panel so
the consumer can quickly decipher.”
Heather Halpern, Kiss My Face
“Sun care delivery systems are one important factor in the
decision-making process. Continuous spray is a very popular
format in conventional sun care and is beginning to appear in
the natural sun category as well. Kiss My Face has introduced
three air powered continuous spray sun products (Bare
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Naked SPF 30, Kid’s Defense SPF 50 and Sport SPF 50) this
year, as well as an after-sun nourishing moisturizer crème in
a continuous spray delivery system. Additionally, because
consumers are more knowledgeable about ingredients, they
seek out products with better ingredients.
Ultimately, it comes down to performance. Does the
product protect my skin? And, is it pleasant to use? Because
the only product that works is the one that gets used
regularly.”
Caroline Duell, Elemental Herbs, Inc.
“I think price is actually still a pretty important
consideration. But, beyond that, people want to be able to
pronounce the ingredients, they appreciate organic, and
most importantly, the products have to work well.”
HOW TO BOOST SALES
David Lawrence, Joshua Tree
“Technology savvy, health conscious outdoors enthusiasts
know the difference between a premium brand, and the run
of the mill drug store brands. Our survey data shows that
these consumers are three times as likely to look to a local
specialty store to purchase our line over a large retailer.
Specialty shops will see easy add on sales by placing a
premium SPF line at their point of sale. During check out,
casually ask each customer something along the lines of: ‘The
UV index is a 9 today... did you remember your sunscreen?’”
Tom Ferries, Beyond Coastal
“Retailers should merchandise sun care products like
they’re an impulse accessory on or near the cash register
and remind people that a daily sunscreen regimen is
important 365 days a year.”
Caroline Duell, Elemental Herbs, Inc.
“Retailers can give away sunscreen at events, post
information about the need for sun safety and stock their
shelves early so everything looks good. Also, prominently
display the products and make sure their staff has tried all
the different brands.”
Tom Ferries, Beyond Coastal
“Men represent the greatest opportunity for growth and
we target them through women, who buy the lion’s share
of the sunscreen. We also get through to men through
education and merchandising. Good healthy sunscreen
has been under-represented at the outdoor retailer level
for a long time and since men tend to forget sunscreen
– a perfect impulse item for an outdoor store – we
merchandise it accordingly.” l
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Outdoor Specialty:

Pushing
Boundaries
What makes a retailer great? It’s not just about how much
money a store makes. Or how many locations a retailer has. It’s
about service, knowledge and product offerings. It’s about being a
part of something bigger than just a transaction of money between
customer and retailer and vendor. The best retailers in outdoor
specialty are made special by the trends they set, the people they
employ, the products they sell and the lives they impact.
On the following pages you’ll find profiles of eight great outdoor
specialty retailers. These are Outdoor Insight’s Great 8 retailers for
2014. They don’t just serve the outdoor market, they help define it.
And we’ve added a “Plus 4” onto the end of the Great 8, too. These
additional four – Cabela’s, Bass Pro, L.L.Bean and Field & Stream
– are different than the outdoor specialty retailers on our Great 8
list. But we didn’t think this package would be complete without
acknowledging those four “mega” stores, as well. After all, their
influence on the outdoor retail landscape is undeniably great, too.
July 2014 • Outdoor Insight • 35

Backcountry.com
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Staying Ahead

BITS & BYTES

An innovator in online retail, Backcountry.com is also known for its sense of community.

JILL LAYFIELD
“We start by
always focusing
on the customer.
We spend a lot
of time reviewing
customer
insights and
really trying to
understand how
the customer is
changing and
what they want.
We are trying
to evolve at the
same pace as
our customers.”

FOUNDED IN 1996, BACKCOUNTRY.COM
has become a leading resource for
outdoor enthusiasts to purchase premium
equipment for the most popular outdoor
activities.
On Backcountry.com, consumers can
find outdoor gear as well as clothing
and expert-level gear knowledge. It
covers camping, trail running, mountain
biking, alpine and Nordic skiing,
mountaineering, backpacking and more.
The Backcountry family now also includes
several other e-tailing websites, such as
competitivecyclist.com, dogfunk.com,
motosport.com, steepandcheap.com,
chainlove.com and whiskeymilitia.com.
With competition from new e-commerce
platforms as well as traditional brick-andmortar retailers offering shopping cart
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functions, Backcountry has redoubled
efforts to maintain its position as an
industry leading online retailer.
“We start by always focusing on
the customer. We spend a lot of time
reviewing customer insights and really
trying to understand how the customer
is changing and what they want. We are
trying to evolve at the same pace as our
customers,” says Backcountry.com CEO
Jill Layfield.
Layfield sees the outdoor enthusiast
audience changing in terms of the way
they define outdoor recreation as well as
the way they participate. “The customer
is changing at an astonishingly fast pace
and if a business or retailer gets too
comfortable the customer will find a
better experience someplace else,” says

No brick-and-mortar stores.
Online only.
HQ: Park City, UT
Key Execs:
• Jill Layfield, CEO
• CJ Singh, CTO
• Scott Ballantyne, CMO
• Jonathan Nielsen, EVP–Product
Website: backcountry.com

Layfield. “We are focused on trying to
understand how the audience is changing
and adjusting our product assortments,
services and experiences to match
the new expectations of the evolving
customer.”
Baby Boomers and Millennials share a
common interest in outdoor recreation.
But each audience responds to different
marketing messages. As a result,
Backcountry.com is working to improve
its communications strategies. “This
is a big focus for us. We are working
to become much more competent at
outdoorinsightmag.com
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Backcountry.com continued
commerce experience on Backcountry.
com. It’s been very effective. We see
a lot of evidence that we are building
brand loyalists through our social media
interactions.”
Expanding product selections,
continuously improving the e-commerce
purchasing experience and investing
in relationship building tools reflect
Backcountry.com’s work to maintain its
leadership position.
“From a brand perspective we are not
looking to automate and build systems
to handle all the services we provide for
our customers. Instead we embrace a
personal touch and human interaction
with our brand,” says Layfield. l
The visuals and multimedia on Backcountry’s website help bring the outdoors to life.
JILL LAYFIELD
“We want to
address our
customer year
round from
both an activity
and lifestyle
standpoint.
They may come
to us because
we carry the
best selection
of premium
ski product
but there’s
also a lifestyle
component.”

speaking to different kinds of customers
in a personalized way,” says Layfield.
“Currently we look at customers in two
dimensions. First with psychographics
creating persona-based customer
segments based on attitudes, activities and
additional demographic information. We
also look at transactional data and cluster
our customers in segments. We marry
those data sources to deliver as targeted
a message as possible in terms of product
selection, promotional offer and language.”
A broader audience is also pursuing
new sports and activities that weren’t
part of the outdoor spectrum a decade
ago. “What was defined as an outdoor
product is much broader than it was 10
years ago; therefore, the customer base is
much broader. As a retailer you have to
be proficient at speaking with customer
types in a different way,” says Layfield.
“Otherwise you run the risk of alienating
your customer by not understanding who
they are as an individual.”
Layfield adds, “We want to address our
customer year round from both an activity
and lifestyle standpoint. They may come
to us because we carry the best selection
of premium ski product but there’s also a
lifestyle component.”
Backcountry.com’s future outreach
includes providing information about
new outdoor pursuits and the equipment
required to participate in those activities.
“We want to be a place to introduce
consumers to new activities. We are
supplementing our assortment strategy
with new and unique product,” says
Layfield. “We know the customer is
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coming to Backcountry to find something
they wanted. We want to create an
environment where customers come
to Backcountry.com to discover new
products. We want to be a tastemaker
and market maker for small and emerging
brands. We think introducing new
activities is a big opportunity for our
business and our customers.”
Brick-and-mortar retailers build
customer loyalty through face-to-face
relationships. Backcountry.com is
working to create similar relationships.
“First, it starts with product selection
and assortment. We have to continue to
deliver on our brand promise — having
the best selection of premium outdoor
product, both gear and apparel,” says
Layfield. “Getting the assortment right is
the single biggest thing we think about in
terms of fulfilling our brand promise and
reinforcing loyalty.”
Backcountry is also investing in
generating content outside of product
descriptions. “We are investing in
delivering expertise and guidance through
comprehensive editorial content on the
Explore section of our site,” says Layfield.
New content includes community
content and platforms for unfiltered gear
discussions between athletes, customers
and vendors. “We have invested pretty
heavily in creating one-to-one human
connections between our gear heads and
our customers so the customers have
a resource on a very personal level for
advice about gear and equipment,” says
Layfield. “We’re offering content that is
entertaining and educational beyond the

Field Notes
Backcountry is reaching out to new
audiences with a new service called
Detour that connects consumers
with professional outdoor guides.
Detour’s experiences feature more
than 100 adventures, including
skiing, climbing, mountain biking,
hiking and fly fishing. “We believe
that the customer is evolving.
Customers are increasingly looking
for an experience that delivers the
fundamentals of retailing but they
are looking for more than that.
A natural extension is a program
like Detour,” says Jill Layfield.
The service aims to ensure that
the customer can not only get
the best gear and advice from
Backcountry, but then when they
want to go use that gear they
have a platform where they can
discover places to go.
Detour currently offers trips
in Utah, Colorado and the
Northeast with plans to expand
into California, Wyoming, Montana
and Idaho. “We hand select all
the guides that are involved in the
Detour platform. There’s a very
high-touch process for how people
book the trips,” says Layfield. “If
you want a high-touch experience
our gear heads are available 24/7
to guide them through a purchase
process. We try very hard to make
the experience as personal and
one-to-one as possible.”
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Eastern Mountain Sports
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The Quiet One

A chain with New England roots, EMS operates 68 stores in 12 states along the Eastern seaboard.

JAMES PETTY
“We were
founded in
Massachusetts
in 1967 and the
North Shore
has been an
important
market for
us since we
opened our
first store here
in 1987. The
[new store]
in Lynnfield
presents an
opportunity
to improve
our customer
experience by
offering more
products,
brands,
and service
in a fresh
environment.”

IT HAS BEEN A QUIET YEAR AT THE
headquarters of Eastern Mountain
Sports, but that doesn’t mean nothing
has been happening at the regional
outdoor specialty chain. In fact, it has
been only a year-and-a-half since the
operations at Eastern Mountain Sports
changed dramatically and it appears
management is still digesting the move.
Thankfully, the stores continue to be
among the best merchandised in the
business.
Just about 18 months ago EMS’s
new parent company, Versa
Management, reorganized so that EMS
became a part of a new Vestis Retail
Group, pairing it with sporting goods
apparel retailer Bob’s Stores, which is
based in Meriden, CT.
The first move was the closing of
EMS’ distribution facility and several
other back-office support functions in
Peterborough, NH, and merging them
into Bob’s facilities in Meriden. EMS and
Bob’s still remain separate and distinct
retail brands in stores, merchandise and
online, but are now sharing operational
functions.
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Back then it appeared that Bob’s
was taking the lead since Bob’s CEO
Mark Walsh was named CEO of the
newly formed Vestis Retail Group and
EMS CEO Will Manzer was pushed aside.
But then the other shoe dropped and
last summer the corporate makeup
changed again when Walsh moved
aside and Vestis Retail Group named
James Petty to replace him as its chief
executive officer
“We believe [Jim] is the right leader
for the company at this point,” said
Walsh at the time.
Petty is a seasoned retail executive,
most recently serving as president
of retail stores for Carter’s Inc., with
oversight of key national brands
(OshKosh, Carter’s) that are sold in 485
stores and generate over $800 million
in annual sales. Prior to Carter’s, Petty
held senior roles at Limited Too and
Gap, Inc. He is based in the Meriden
headquarters of Vestis.
“I am pleased we have attracted a
person of Jim’s talent and experience
to help guide Bob’s and EMS to the
next level of growth and success,” said

Gregory Segall, CEO for Versa. Segall
called the move “a long-planned and
natural leadership transition.”
“Over the past five years, Mark
(Walsh) … has led the acquisition and
initial transformation at EMS, positioning
it for growth,” Segall added. “We’re
looking forward to Mark’s contributions
to our existing and future investments in
the Versa portfolio of companies.”
EMS was founded in 1967 and operates
68 stores in 12 states along the Eastern
seaboard, from Maine to Virginia, with
its greatest concentration in New York
(16 stores), Massachusetts (14) and
New Hampshire (8). Its focus remains
squarely on outdoor categories with
origins in climbing sports.
A perk EMS offers its customers is its
EMS Rewards Club. It’s free to enroll
and customers earn one point for every
$1 spent. Every 200 points earned earns
a $10 EMS Reward to spend in-store
or online. EMS Rewards members also
receive access to exclusive shopping
events and a variety of bonus coupons
throughout the year.
Other programs EMS offers include
Adventure Travel trips in partnership
with Austin-Lehman Adventures and
EMS “schools” at locations across
BITS & BYTES
68 retail stores in 12 states
• Maine: 2
• New Hampshire: 8
• Vermont: 3
• New York: 16
• Massachusetts: 14
• Connecticut: 7
• Rhode Island: 2
• Pennsylvania: 6
• New Jersey: 6
• Maryland: 1
• Delaware: 2
• Virginia: 2
HQ: Peterborough, NH
Key Exec: James Petty, CEO
Website: ems.com
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Eastern Mountain Sports continued

A sampling of the pack selection at an EMS location.

the U.S. where customers can sign
up for climbing, kayaking and other
experiences. EMS has 11 of these
outdoor adventure schools from Maine
to Virginia.
Its private equity owner Versa is
based in Philadelphia, where it oversees
investments totaling $1.2 billion. The
firm is focused on control investments
in special situations involving middle
market companies where value and
performance growth can be achieved
through enhanced operational and
financial management.

Since taking over the corner office
Petty has been dealing with the unique
challenges of two mid-sized, specialty
retailers in the highly competitive
Northeastern region. In almost every
market where EMS has stores it faces
competition from the likes of L.L. Bean
and REI, not to mention full-line sporting
goods stores such as Dick’s Sporting
Goods and Sports Authority. Then, of
course, there’s a Walmart seemingly on
every corner as well.
EMS deals with this competition by
continuing to focus on what it does best.

Since being founded in Massachusetts
in 1967 by two New England rock
climbers, it has become one of the most
respected specialty retailers of outdoor
gear, clothing, footwear and accessories.
Its core customers are backpackers,
campers, hikers, climbers, kayakers and
bikers, along with snow sports.
The chain is apparently spending most
of its time digesting the new corporate
setup because store openings have been
few and far between. One of the most
recent was in September when it opened
an 8900-square-foot store in Lynnfield,
MA, in the new MarketStreet Lynnfield
Plaza off Exit 43 of 128/I-95. Featured
brands at the store include The North
Face, Under Armour, SmartWool,
Salomon, Merrell and Thule.
“We were founded in Massachusetts
in 1967 and the North Shore has been
an important market for us since we
opened our first store here in 1987,”
said EMS CEO Petty at the opening.
“This location in Lynnfield presents
an opportunity to improve our
customer experience by offering more
products, brands, and service in a fresh
environment.”
Slightly more than a year ago half of
Eastern Mountain Sports’ 220-person
workforce in Peterborough lost their
jobs when Versa closed the EMS
distribution center. EMS continues to
employ approximately 130 people in
its stores in New Hampshire, as well as
another 1000 people in its stores outside
of New Hampshire. l
Field Notes
EMS recently signed an agreement
with VendorNet to improve supply
chain operations through its
VendorNet Dropship Manager and
SKU Space solutions. EMS has
partnered with eBay Enterprise since
2009, leveraging its commerce
technology and customer service
solutions. VendorNet Dropship
Manager and SKU Space are
extensible solutions in the eBay
Enterprise suite of Commerce
Technologies. VendorNet Dropship
Manager will drive an expanded
product assortment without the risk
of inventory carrying costs.

A look at the shoe wall inside the EMS store on Broadway in New York City’s SoHo neighborhood.
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Moosejaw Mountaineering
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Creative Retailing

EOIN
COMERFORD
“We’ve been
able to grow
the business
much faster
than if we had
to open stores
in every state
to get that
kind of reach.
E-commerce
has given us
the flexibility
to grow
faster than
otherwise.”
Moosejaw does a lot of business online, but also has its stake firmly planted in the brick-and-mortar world.

“OUR VISION IS TO BE THE MOST fun
outdoor retailer on the planet,” says
Eoin Comerford, CEO of Moosejaw
Mountaineering. Moosejaw has seen
consistent growth rates, with online sales
outpacing the outdoor industry over the
last three to four years.
Comerford says the retailer’s four
core values are: “1. Be notable. 2. Be
engagingly engaged. 3. Only do cool stuff.
And 4. Make customers love us. Those
values are posted in every conference
room in the place,” he says. “Be notable
is probably the toughest one. It’s a pretty
high standard that when we send out a
marketing message it should be something
that stands out and something that people
will want to tell 10 friends about.
Comerford continues, “It’s easy to do
44 • Outdoor Insight • July 2014

what’s expected. What we would have
done that was interesting three to four
years ago has now become the norm. You
have to keep one-upping yourself. That’s
what keeps us engaged and keeps the
creative juices flowing here.”
In the last decade many outdoor
specialty retailers have embraced
BITS & BYTES
11 stores: including locations
in Colorado, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Missouri and 7 locations
in Michigan.
HQ: Madison Heights, MI
Key Exec: Eoin Comerford, CEO
Website: moosejaw.com

e-commerce. Moosejaw Mountaineering
has excelled in that channel. “We started
as a brick-and-mortar operation in 1992.
Today we have 11 stores. Now 80 percent
of our business is online. E-commerce
gives us a national and international
scope,” says Comerford. “We’ve been able
to grow the business much faster than if
we had to open stores in every state to
get that kind of reach. E-commerce has
given us the flexibility to grow faster than
otherwise.”
Whether online or in-store, Moosejaw
believes the relationship with customers
is paramount to long-term success.
Whether Baby Boomer, Millennials or Gen
Y, Moosejaw strives to be welcoming to
outdoor enthusiasts.
“Within the outdoor industry there are
outdoorinsightmag.com
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Moosejaw Mountaineering continued

Moosejaw’s marketing approach includes lots of playful interaction with its customer base.

EOIN
COMERFORD
“The feedback
we get from
customers at
our brick-andmortar retail
stores is how
unassuming and
unpretentious
our staff are
to people who
are new to the
outdoors. At
Moosejaw you
don’t have to be
an expert. Come
into the fold, get
out there and
have fun.”

different levels of use, from the hardcore
outdoor enthusiasts that are using the
gear weekly to a customer who is more
aspirational in nature. They like the
brand and affinity with the outdoors but
not necessarily using that jacket or shell
exactly as the product was intended,”
says Comerford.
Moosejaw’s marketing approach
acknowledges significant cultural
shifts between generations. “There are
differences that you can define. For
Millennials, participation is more of a
social activity. It’s about sharing the
outdoors with friends camping, hiking
or climbing together as a group. Sharing
that activity on social media is also a
defining element,” says Comerford. “With
Baby Boomers, being outside was more
of an individual adventure. It was a man
or woman against the wilderness kind of
approach. That’s less and less the case
with the younger customer base.”
Younger consumers also evaluate
brands with different criteria than
previous generations. “For younger folks,
the brand and what that brand represents
socially is very important. There’s an
idealism with Millennials that has them
interested in issues like environmental
sustainability, recycling and similar
issues,” says Comerford. “They say ‘I want
to invest in products that I know will last
rather than something that is disposable.’
Even though they may not have the
disposable income, they are stepping up
to some high quality, higher price point
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items that they feel will last.”
In response, Moosejaw’s product mix
and marketing messages have been
tailored to a younger audience. “We’ve
always trended to the younger side of
the outdoor industry with our marketing
messages,” says Comerford. “Our
customers are young at heart.”
Baby Boomers are still recognized
as an important audience for sales of
outdoor equipment. “Even when people
get into their 40s and 50s they still want
to associate with youthful brands. We
want to either make them feel young or
Field Notes
As part of its marketing, Moosejaw
distributes flags with the brand’s
logo prominently displayed.
Customers send in photos of
their outdoor experiences with a
Moosejaw flag documenting their
loyalty to the retailer.
Moosejaw’s marketing team uses
these elements in a variety of social
media platforms. The approach
adds a deeper connection with
the brand’s online customer base.
“Moosejaw has always been on the
cutting edge of social media. Our
Moosejaw flags and bumper stickers
have been part of the Moosejaw
DNA from the beginning,” says
Eoin Comerford.

remind them what it is to be young. They
are attracted to brands like Moosejaw that
try to be young, different, a little edgy and
fun,” says Comerford.
“We don’t try to be all things to
all people,” he continues. “There are
some consumers who may not like
the Moosejaw message. They find our
messages don’t speak to them. As we say
internally, to build a brand that people will
passionately love, you have to be willing
to have some people passionately hate
it. We tailor our message to the younger
side of the market without alienating older
customers.”
Moosejaw’s younger customer base also
defines outdoor recreation in new ways.
“I don’t see outdoor participation in
decline,” says Comerford. “People aren’t
differentiating between trail running or
road running or backcountry skiing or
Alpine. It’s just about getting outside in
a social setting with friends. The specific
activity is less of a factor.”
One of the key tenets of Moosejaw is to
make the outdoors approachable.
“Sometimes the outdoor industry can
feel exclusionary at times. People feel
that they come into our store and can
ask questions without feeling dumb,”
says Comerford. “The feedback we get
from customers at our brick-and-mortar
retail stores is how unassuming and
unpretentious our staff are to people who
are new to the outdoors. At Moosejaw you
don’t have to be an expert. Come into the
fold, get out there and have fun.”
The retailer’s Moosejaw Madness
campaign helps elevate the Moosejaw
brand. It is a marketing strategy designed
to engage customers with Moosejaw
serving as a unique, personal voice.
“Moosejaw Madness is about having a
brand over and above the brands we sell,”
says Comerford. “In this day and age, if all
you are is a house of brands online that
you can get anywhere else, then you are
ultimately not going to be successful. In
terms of executional efficiency there are
some great players out there like Zappos
or Amazon and others that will ultimately
clean your clock.”
He continues, “You have to have a
reason for being beyond just the brands
you sell. For us, it’s the fun aspect of the
outdoor. With Moosejaw Madness we
create a sense of being part of something
fun and special.” l
outdoorinsightmag.com
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REI
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All About the Outdoors

Educational offerings, clinics and in-store events are a key part of REI’s business.
REBECCA
BEAR
“The REI
mission is
to inspire,
educate and
outfit for
a lifetime
of outdoor
adventure and
stewardship.
We bring
this to life
every day by
ensuring we
have expertise
in our stores
and that
those experts
can extend
their skills
by teaching
customers
through our
classes and
trips.”

IN 2013, RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT,
Inc., better known among outdoor
enthusiasts as REI, celebrated its 75th
anniversary. On July 21, 1938, the first
23 members paid $1 each to join a co-op
created to share climbing gear.
Today, that membership list is more
than five million strong. With 135 stores
in 33 states and a successful e-commerce
platform, REI touches the lives of
outdoor enthusiasts in many ways. A
$20 one-time fee offers members access
to a comprehensive range of products
and services so they can enjoy outdoor
recreation in their hometowns, the United
States and around the world. At year’s
end, REI’s goal is to pay members a 10
percent dividend based on their annual
gear purchases.
REI is a retail leader not only because of
its product offerings, but also because of
its customer service and its commitment
to having its stores serve the community.
Since its founding over 75 years ago,
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REI has been educating its customers on
how to play outside — it is one of the
chain’s core co-op principles. The REI
mission is to inspire, educate and outfit
for a lifetime of outdoor adventure and
stewardship. “We bring this to life every
day by ensuring we have expertise in our
stores and that those experts can extend
their skills by teaching customers through
our classes and trips,” says Rebecca Bear,
REI outdoor programs manager.
More than 1700 outdoor school
Bits & Bytes
Number of Stores: 135 stores in 33
states
Key Execs:
• Jerry Stritzke, President and CEO
• Eric Artz, EVP, CFO and Treasurer
• Rick Bingle, VP–Supply Chain
HQ: Kent, WA
Website: rei.com

instructors around the country teach
customers about the outdoor activities
on which REI focuses. Classes occur
weekly in most stores and 80 percent
of the stores extend classes to include
field-based classes. “Our instructors
are professionally trained, which helps
ensure a great experience for our
customers. I like to tell our instructors
they are the only REI employees who
get to spend two to eight hours with
customers, so they need to embody
all that is great about REI,” says Bear.
“Our customer satisfaction surveys
show our instructors are delivering. Our
class customers are the most valuable
customers for the co-op.”
Introducing new audiences to outdoor
recreation is a fundamental mission for
REI and the REI Foundation. In April the
Foundation awarded $410,000 to nonprofit programs dedicated to engaging
younger and more diverse populations in
the outdoors. This year’s grant recipients
include the Children & Nature Network
(C&NN), Futuro Media Group, Outdoor
Foundation and YMCA of the USA.
REI has a long history of leadership
in areas such as environmental
sustainability and encouraging diversity
in outdoor participation.
Because of the number of stores it has,
energy use is one of REI’s most significant
environmental impacts. With an eye on
reducing that footprint, REI is committed
to sourcing all of the electricity used from
clean renewable sources. In addition
to 26 solar electric systems generating
energy and a strong program to invest in
energy efficiency, REI now buys certified
renewable energy certificates (RECs) as
part of its strategy to follow green energy
best practices to power more than 130
stores, two distribution centers and its
headquarters. Biogas, biomass, smallhydro, solar and wind energy resources
are also being explored and implemented.
In early April 2014, REI was named
number 11 on the U.S. EPA Green Power
Partnership’s Top 30 Retail list and “100
percent green power” user.
outdoorinsightmag.com
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REI continued

Checking out some light reading material at an REI location.
KIRK MYERS
“It’s our
responsibility
to protect the
natural places
our customers
and employees
enjoy. Our
overall energy
use has been
essentially
flat in recent
years, while
we have grown
significantly
and connected
more members
and customers
to the
outdoors.”

REI is dedicated to protecting the natural places its customers and employees enjoy.

“It’s our responsibility to protect
the natural places our customers and
employees enjoy,” says Kirk Myers,
corporate social responsibility manager
at REI. “We are encouraged that our
overall energy use has been essentially
flat in recent years, while we have
grown significantly and connected more
members and customers to the outdoors.
We intend to generate enough local
renewable energy for our total electricity
needs, but until then, RECs will be an
important part of our energy strategy.”
REI’s annual RECs purchase has
50 • Outdoor Insight • July 2014

the same greenhouse gas reduction
benefits of removing nearly 8000 cars
from the road or switching more than
990,000 incandescent bulbs to compact
fluorescents.
Taking care of the land that outdoor
enthusiasts use to follow their passions is
also a major leadership initiative for REI.
Since 1976, REI has provided more than
$44 million to nonprofit organizations
that share its goal of stewarding and
enhancing outdoor recreational places.
In 2013, REI donated $3 million to more
than 240 local and national organizations

that take care of parks, trails, rivers, crags,
waterways and beaches. In addition,
the REI Foundation donated $462,500 to
connect younger and more diverse groups
with nature.
Advocacy for public lands and
outdoor recreation is conducted at state
and national levels. Using a full-time
government affairs director, a policy
consultancy in Washington, D.C and the
ongoing involvement of senior executives,
REI is working to assure that members,
customers and employees are able to
pursue the outdoor activities they enjoy.
To build enthusiasm for outdoor
pursuits like hiking, trail running,
mountain biking, climbing and paddling,
REI invests in clinics, seminars,
demonstration events and skills schools
to engage new customers and reinforce
brand loyalty with existing members.
As the store count has increased, REI
has invested in a robust e-commerce platform to serve members. “The most significant role e-commerce has played is simply
by delivering exposure to our brand via
impressions (traffic) to our website, and
having our customers’ experience look
and feel the same as our stores,” says
Brad Brown, SVP–digital retail. “Our sales
teams (physical and digital staff) have
common incentives, ensuring we focus on
customer service delivered in a consistent, channel agnostic way.”
Like many outdoor specialty stores,
at the beginning of implementation
e-commerce and brick-and-mortar didn’t
always play well together. Today, REI
champions the best of both channels to
help customers. “We also do a number
of things that blur the line, such as
allowing online shoppers to see if
inventory is available in a store near
them and allowing our green vests in the
store to easily view inventory available
across the company but not in their
store,” says Brown. l
Field Notes
REI was founded as member-owned
co-op in 1938. The chain’s 2013
revenues were $2.03 billion. There were
$104.6 million in patronage refunds in
2012 to active members. REI has 5.1
million active members and more than
10,000 employees.
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Nantahala Outdoor Center
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Paddling Ahead

A look inside Nantahala’s Gatlinburg, TN, location.
SUTTON
BACON
“We offer
brands and
products that
appeal to a
very wide
audience. We
see brand
popularity
ebb and flow
and try to
capitalize when
possible.”

OPENED IN 1972, NANTAHALA
Outdoor Center (NOC) has become
the largest whitewater company in the
United States. The Nantahala Outdoor
Center is a commercial outdoor guide
service and retail store. The flagship
store and company HQ is located at a
junction connecting the Nantahala River,
the Appalachian Trail and the Great
Smoky Mountains Railroad. Nantahala’s
stores offer an extensive collection of
outdoor equipment, lessons, training
schools and guided trips.
In 2007, Sutton Bacon became
Nantahala Outdoor Center’s third
president. An active paddler and
outdoor enthusiast, Bacon also serves
on the Outdoor Industry Associations
board of directors.
Over the past four decades, the
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Nantahala Outdoor Center has
introduced millions of people to outdoor
recreation. The NOC sees more than
500,000 visitors every year. At least 1000
Appalachian Trail through-hikers stop
by to refuel and tell stories.
The NOC attracts a wide variety of
customers across age ranges to its trips,
classes and clinics. “The main appeals
Bits & Bytes
Number of Stores: 3 stores,
located in Bryson City, NC,
Gatlinburg, TN, and Asheville, NC.
Key Execs: Sutton Bacon,
President and CEO
HQ: Bryson City, NC
Website: noc.com

are usually the same for our primary
products and services – Millennials and
Boomers both see the same value in a
day on the river, and both groups have
the same problems making these trips
happen – finding the right experience,
rallying a group of busy friends and
family and coordinating travel,” says
Bacon. “We believe frequency is more
of an issue than the specific appeal.
Most of our guests want to activate
a NOC experience, but we have to
communicate with them at the right
moment for it to work for their plans
and schedules. Of course we’ll tailor
messages for a targeted communication,
but getting the timing right is more of an
issue than the message is.”
The retail operation carries a diverse
mix of products to satisfy the needs of
outdoorinsightmag.com
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Nantahala Outdoor Center continued

More than half a million people visit Nantahala Outdoor Center every year.

SUTTON
BACON
“The reality is
that specialty
retail, many
times, drives
that evolution.
The trick is
spotting the
trends before
they are
obvious and
then riding the
wave.”

hardcore whitewater enthusiasts and
through-hikers to more lifestyle oriented
product categories that inspire first time
visitors.
“We offer brands and products that
appeal to a very wide audience. We
carry traditional brands like Woolrich,
Merrell, Columbia and Royal Robbins
that appeal to Boomers with high quality
and value oriented pricing,” says Bacon.
“Younger demographics are drawn
to niche brands and environmentally
sustainable messages from premium
brands like Patagonia, Kuhl and prAna.
Brands like The North Face and Keen do
an impressive job of bridging across all
demographics.”
The product mix is always evolving
as new brands and outdoor pursuits
generate buzz. Maintaining a mix of
established and new brands meets the
expectations of a wide cross section of
consumers. “We see brand popularity
ebb and flow and try to capitalize when
possible. The reality is that specialty
retail, many times, drives that evolution.
The trick is spotting the trends before
they are obvious and then riding the
wave,” says Bacon. “Currently, Kuhl
apparel is the hot wave. Category
cycles are there as well. As whitewater
continues to present challenges, we
are exploring categories that are seeing
growth in the industry even if they are
out of our traditional comfort zone like
fishing and stand up paddling.”
With a strong, location-based brickand-mortar operation, e-commerce has
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also contributed to NOC’s success.
“In our case, e-commerce is more
responsible for marrying our activity
strength with our vendor partners
than simply moving product. The NOC
is known as one of the best outfitters
on earth,” says Bacon. “With our
industry lead in outdoor activities,
instruction, education and availability
of the industry’s finest products our
e-commerce platform is meant to
reinforce that.”
All of NOC’s retail locations sit next
to world-class outdoor resources in the
southern Appalachian mountains. While
Nantahala Outdoor Center’s locations
Field Notes
NOC’s retail locations in Bryson
City, NC, Gatlinburg, TN, and
Asheville, NC, provide guests with
three primary services:
• Outdoor gear and apparel from
leading manufacturers
• Advice for do-it-yourself
adventurers
• Reservations for guided outdoor
excursions
All NOC retail locations sit next
to world-class outdoor resources
in the southern Appalachian
mountains. NOC is in a position
to provide gear, apparel and
advice immediately before or
after consumers engage with the
outdoors.

are a tremendous magnet for outdoor
enthusiasts, NOC’s staff also fills the
annual calendar with events to attract
new participants and reinforce the
relationship with established customers.
“We run a large slate of events during
the year. Last year we offered more than
25, with everything from hiking festivals
to World Kayaking Championships. Our
events provide consistent experiences
for both new customers as well as
new ones for existing customers,” says
Bacon. “We look at a customer as an
ongoing relationship, we consistently
ask how we can provide, not just
one good outdoor experience, but a
lifetime’s worth.”
Social media platforms are also
enabling NOC to create a much more
intimate relationship with consumers.
NOC’s online content is highly visual
and interesting; it shows experts using
gear, guests enjoying activities and
expanding their abilities, and it shows
off some of the most beautiful river and
mountain locations in the Southeast.
Notes Bacon, “Our social media efforts
remind guests of the recreational
opportunities available to them yearround. And while we’re certainly
communicating with them about the
value of our products and the services
we provide, we’re providing posts,
photos and videos that are engaging and
rewarding in their own right.”
Social media platforms have
established Nantahala Outdoor Center
as an expert resource for questions
about equipment, skills and where to
go to enjoy outdoor recreation. “These
posts help us become our followers’
go-to outdoor experts. They build trust,
awareness and interest with hundreds
of thousands of guests a month,” says
Bacon.
Acknowledging that social media “best
practices” continue to evolve, Bacon
sees NOC refining and tailoring outreach
campaigns and promotions. “The only
change we see coming is a strengthened
emphasis on action. As people continue
to get busier and busier we hope social
media can provide guests an easier
path to activating a course or a rafting
trip. Our trips are all reservation-based,
so finding more ways to integrate our
reservations system with different
platforms is a goal,” says Bacon. l
outdoorinsightmag.com
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All-Around Specialists

MARK
McKNIGHT
“People moved
to shopping
online for
convenience.
We still ship
products to
homes I can
see from our
office. Its not
necessarily
that they can’t
come to the
store. People
work different
schedules and
are very busy.”

FOR THE SECOND TIME IN THREE
years, Rock/Creek in Chattanooga, TN,
received Grassroots Outdoor Alliance’s
“Retailer of the Year” this past year. It
also received the award in 2011.
Rock/Creek’s list of recognition and
awards also includes STELLAService
ELITE in 2013 for outstanding customer
service, Internet Retailer’s Second
500 list for 2011-2013 and the Better
Business Bureau’s Accredited Business
rating of A+ in 2013. Rock/Creek’s online
store is consistently rated highly by
Bizrate and other online review sites.
Founded in pre-internet 1987, Rock/
Creek has embraced the online channel
from the beginning. “We launched a
pretty basic website early on,” says
Mark McKnight, director of marketing.
“Over 10 years ago we had one guy
sitting in the office putting products
online. An order would arrive and
someone would run downstairs, get the
product off the sales floor and put it in
a box. We started shipping just a few
boxes each day.”
As the internet has evolved and
consumers now have online resources
to research products before making a
purchase, Rock/Creek has responded
by creating an in-store environment
that acknowledges a more informed
consumer.
“In our brick-and-mortar operations
we noticed a change. Instead of just
a few people coming in with product
Bits & Bytes
Number of Stores: Five, including
four in Chattanooga, one of which is
a paddlesports outlet and another of
which is next to High Point Climbing
at The Block. The fifth location, Rock/
Creek Ocoee, is primarily a whitewater
paddlesports store.
HQ: Chattanooga, TN
Key Execs: Dawson Wheeler,
Co-Founder
Website: rockcreek.com
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Rock/Creek co-founder Dawson Wheeler helping out at an aid station during an event.

knowledge because they were gear
heads or read a lot of magazines,
we started seeing the majority of
customers coming in armed with a lot
of product knowledge,” says McKnight.
“By adding more product knowledge on
our website, customers came in with a
better idea of what they wanted.”
Rock/Creek’s e-commerce platform
has created a national reputation for the
store. While customers from California
to Maine are making repeat purchases,
McKnight notes that e-commerce
purchases are driven by saving time
and ordering on their personal time
preferences.
“People moved to shopping online for
convenience. We still ship products to
homes I can see from our office,” says
McKnight. “Its not necessarily that they
can’t come to the store. People work
different schedules and are very busy.”
Rock/Creek’s investment in
e-commerce is influenced by the way
the customers are engaging the brand.
“We’re offering services that consumers
are demanding of us. People voted with
their wallets,” says McKnight.
Over time the website has evolved to

include a blog, contests, comprehensive
product information and a live chat
function. Rock/Creek is committed to
the online channel. “We’re doing all
the steps big retailers are doing that
are considered best practices. We are
promoting the best of outdoor specialty
retail online,” says McKnight.
Although e-commerce generally
functions with limited customer
interaction, Rock/Creek pays close
attention to opening and nurturing
communications channels. “We take
pride in our service and the level of
attention we give our customers. Larger
sites like Amazon don’t even have a
number to call,” says McKnight. “Even
simple things like making a mistake with
a shipping address. We can respond
to that issue quickly. We go out of the
way to make sure we get things right.
People rave about our service through
word of mouth and through comments
on social media. We receive top rated
service rankings on several independent
shopping services.”
McKnight adds, “We work hard to
serve customers online or in-store. That
creates a lot of consumer loyalty.”
outdoorinsightmag.com
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The investment in online
channels has created a
competitive advantage for
Rock/Creek.
“You need to be there
when the consumer is ready
to make that purchase
whether their preference is
brick and mortar or online,”
says McKnight. “We have an
advantage over some online
sources because we can
invite you into the store to
round out your equipment
and offer more than you
are looking for. We are also
providing them with a better
experience. We need to
provide that kind of service
to our customers to compete
with the consumer’s other
options.”
Building a successful
online presence requires a
commitment of time, talent
and financial resources.
McKnight sees some
misconceptions about the
financial investment needed
to operate a successful
e-commerce channel. “People
think that there are huge
margins in e-commerce
Field Notes
Rock/Creek uses wind
energy to help offset its
carbon footprint. The
store also uses ecofriendly papers, inks and
printers, dematerialize
displays, and design
packaging that can be
reused or recycled.
The store offers free
shipping to the lower 48
states for all online orders
over $49.

because you don’t have to
pay the rent involved with a
brick-and-mortar location,”
says McKnight. “That’s
absolutely not the case. There
are costs involved in creating
reviews, FAQ sections and
PayPal functionality. Easeof-checkout requires huge
integrations that cost a lot
of money. It’s not about
being a less expensive
distribution channel, it is
about being where people
want you to be.”
With over a decade of
investment and experience
building a successful
e-commerce platform,
McKnight knows that starting
that process now would
be a daunting challenge.
“I wouldn’t want to be in
the position of starting an
e-commerce operation now.
It’s expensive. We’ve slowly
and incrementally built our
business but we’ve made big
investments over the years in
improving the site.”
Over the last decade the
competitive battle between
serving outdoor enthusiasts
through online channels and
brick-and-mortar locations
has evolved. Purchasing
behavior, previously
influenced by messages
promoting convenience,
broad product selection
and fast shipping appears
to be shifting back to
brick-and-mortar. “There
is an interesting transition
happening now. Since
everyone is used to online
and it’s universally available,
they are coming into brickand-mortar stores with a
sense of discovery,” says
McKnight. l
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Massey’s Professional Outfitters
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All in the Family

Massey’s carefully curates the product selection in its stores.

MIKE MASSEY
“The newer,
younger
consumer is
consuming
the outdoors
in smaller
gulps. The
older customer
would plan on
spending a
week out and
detaching from
things.”

FOUNDED IN 1972, MASSEY’S Professional
Outfitters has thrived through boom
and bust business cycles, an evolving
consumer base and a long list of “hot
today, gone tomorrow” product trends.
Now operating five locations in
Louisiana, Massey’s endured the last
recession with lessons learned. “The
recession woke us up to volatility at retail
and changed the way we write orders and
deal with vendors,” says Mike Massey,
third generation owner of Massey’s
Professional Outfitters. “The experience
left us a little more conservative and
made us rethink the idea that we can take
business for granted. It changed some of
our psychology around that approach.”
With over 40 years of experience
serving outdoor enthusiasts, Massey’s
has paid close attention to the needs
and interests of each generation of
consumers.
“We have edited our inventory mix
fairly substantially over the last two
years. Now we have stores that are
more focused on winter and summer
resorts and less focused on the outdoor
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enthusiast,” says Massey.
While Baby Boomers fueled Massey’s
growth for decades, Massey sees a far
different customer base today. “The
Millennial customer probably never
had as much enthusiasm for that 10-day
outdoor adventure as the Baby Boomers
did,” says Massey. “Millennials are more
of an out-and-back and done-in-a-day
approach. The newer, younger consumer
is consuming the outdoors in smaller
gulps. The older customer would plan on
spending a week out and detaching from
things.”
Massey’s has broadened the product
mix to address a wider range of outdoor
pursuits. In his experience, Massey’s
sees more consumers participating in
Bits & Bytes
Five locations in Louisiana
HQ: New Orleans, LA
Key Exec:
Mike Massey, Owner
Website: masseysoutfitters.com

and exploring multiple activities. “The
younger consumer also doesn’t identify
with a specific sport like previous
generations. With Baby Boomers we
would deal with a guy who was a skier.
He would come in year after year for ski
equipment but was not likely to touch
other categories we sold,” says Massey.
“The new consumers we see more
regularly but they aren’t filing up a pack
with everything they need for a two week
backpacking trip. They might be in one
week buying a pair of board shorts, the
next a skateboard and later ski gear.”
In response, Massey’s has changed
its inventory mix to be more diversified.
“The more a store is dedicated to a
specific product category, the less
engaging a customer will find that store.
Stores that can talk about an outdoor
lifestyle have more opportunity,” says
Massey.
“That approach means our product
mix is more consistent year round,” he
continues. “Previously we could replace
outdoor equipment with ski gear for the
winter. We need to expose that skier to
outdoorinsightmag.com
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the gear we sell throughout the summer.
When we do that we will see them in our
stores six or seven times a year.”
Sports have become more accessible
for people, notes Massey, adding that
now consumers “have more resources
to help them get engaged. There’s more
of a smorgasbord approach. They are
participating and trying a wider range of
outdoor activities.”
Like many outdoor specialty retailers,
Massey’s has embraced e-commerce
to serve local and regional customers.
“E-commerce is a double edged sword,”
believes Massey. “As much as we
train our customers to engage with
Massey’s online we are also teaching our
customers to be online to make their
purchase decisions. You have to give
them a call to action to be in the store.”
The evolution of e-commerce has
fundamentally changed the way people
shop, says Massey, noting that “shoppers
shop online first. The vast majority of
people will do product research online.
Then they will go to a local store.
Through our marketing efforts, we’ve
been able to engage that customer and
get them into the store and try a pair of
boots on or sit in a kayak.”
Massey’s has created a culture of
building relationships with customers
believing that investing in a relationship
brings more long-term rewards than a
more sales-oriented approach.
“The biggest thing for us is engaging
with the customer in a personal way.
We are spending less time talking about
product and more on a conversation
about where they are going,” says
Massey. “We treat our customers like a
waiter at great restaurant would. Be there
for them, but don’t hover. From the long
term perspective we want to get people
to love the store rather than trying to sell
them stuff.”
Although e-commerce sales come from
across the region, Massey’s is focusing
on local customers first. “We went from
having a full time guy working on affiliate
marketing programs to having a full-time

aunche

person planning local events. We’re doing
more of that than ever before. That’s
where we feel we can engage customers,”
says Massey. “Online, your competitor
is just a click away. In order to get a
customer to be part of your culture, the
outreach has to be local.”
Social media has played a role in
Massey’s local marketing, but in recent
years the emphasis has shifted. “When
social channels were in their infancy
we were planning marketing campaigns
aggressively. It’s a lot harder now,” says
Massey. “We’re going back to traditional
marketing tools that we used in the past
like radio and that approach is working.
We make decisions every week about
where to put media dollars but social
media isn’t as big for us as it was two
years ago.” l
Field Notes
Massey’s was founded in 1972 by
the father and son team of Darrell
and Larry Massey. The original store
catered to a wide cross section of
both adventurous and team sports,
plus competitive non-team sports
like running and swimming. During
the 1970s and early ’80s, Massey’s
grew to five regional locations.
The business catered to amateur,
collegiate and professional athletes
and operated as a retail outlet for
the public and a distributorship for
growing companies such as Nike.
In the mid-1980s, facing increased
competition from national firms, the
decision was made to discontinue all
athletic and team sports and instead
focus on growing non-competitive
recreational sports such as snow,
ski and outdoor adventure. Two
company stores and one franchise
were closed and more effort was
devoted to core brands such as
Patagonia and The North Face.

s

AFTER YEARS OF FRUSTRATION WITH THE
e-commerce marketplace, Mike Massey
decided to address the flawed business model
for retailers. With several partners, Massey has
launched Localgear.com. “We talked about a
collaborative version of Amazon where we could
join forces and create a marketplace for outdoor
gear,” says Massey. “We wanted to avoid
frustration with the ability of local stores to reach
online shoppers without having to go through an
expensive intermediary like Amazon, Google or
even Facebook to activate those customers. We
can market to people online and use technology
tools without having to pay these intermediaries
20 percent of our business.”
Massey continues, “None of us can afford to do
that. We all think we can afford to do that. Inevitably
we realize we are giving 20 percent of our business
to Google or Amazon. That’s just a dead end.”
Localgear.com allows shoppers to explore
and discover products and information online
but with an additional benefit of finding places to
try a product on, get specific product help and
make an immediate purchase. “We are merging
those elements together,” says Massey. “We are
creating a paradigm that if they walk into a store
and the product isn’t available, they can reach
out to the manufacturer and arrange for the
product to be shipped to them.”
Outdoor brands will promote their full
product catalogs on Localgear.com. “All of the
technologies that exist right now for online shops
— we are going to bring that power down to
single-store mom-and-pop shops,” say Massey.
Massey and his team have launched Localgear.
com’s beta site and are adding retail partners.
Some of the outdoor specialty retailers already
involved include Moosejaw Mountaineering, HalfMoon, Summit Hut, Travel Country and Trailblazer.
In addition to providing their local customers
with comprehensive information about a wide
range of outdoor products, retailers who partner
with Localgear.com will have access to trend
data and analytics in their area. “A retailer can
see what people are searching for in terms of
brands and products and see where customers
are engaged. That’s a sophisticated level of
analytics that local retailers don’t have access to
now,” says Massey. l
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Great Outdoor Provision Company
20

14

True to its Roots
vibrant.”
Millsaps and his team have
established marketing and product
strategies to serve a multi-generational
customer base. “The Boomers were
our customers when we opened in
1972 and as they aged they brought
their families in to shop with them,” he
says. “It was and still is important that
we have a product mix that appeals
to all those generations represented.
Today we see the Baby Boomers with
more leisure time available and they
are thriving in the new sport categories
like kayak fishing, fly fishing and
glamorous camping. The Boomers have
always had a purpose to their purchase
and now they can direct it to local
businesses that are connected to their
community. We do our best to serve our
communities so that the Boomers are
aware of our stewardship.”
The store takes a different approach
with Millennials and younger audiences.

CHUCK
MILLSAPS
“Millennials are
the emerging
leaders and it
requires a shift
on our part to
serve this group
effectively. We
have to let go of
legacy thinking
to some degree.
That which
speaks to the
Boomer does
not necessarily
speak as
effectively to the
Millennial and
certainly not to
Gen Y or the
Digital Native.”

Founded in 1972, Great Outdoor Provision Company has grown into an eight-store operation.

TOM VALONE FOUNDED GREAT
Outdoor Provision Company in 1972.
Starting with a 120-square-foot space in
the back of a bicycle store in Carrboro,
NC, the operation has thrived and
expanded to seven locations in North
Carolina from Charlotte to Wilmington
(and one in Virginia, too).
In 2013, Valone sold the company to
four senior managers. Today, Chuck
Millsaps, president, Travis Zarins, VP–
merchandise, Molly Cherry, VP–retail
Bits & Bytes
Number of Stores: Eight; seven in
North Carolina and one in Virginia
HQ: Raleigh Durham, NC
Key Execs:
• Chuck Millsaps, President
• Travis Zarins, VP–Merchandise
• Molly Cherry, VP–Retail Support
• Bill Mauney, VP–Retail Mgt.
Website: greatoutdoorprovision.com
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support and Bill Mauney, VP–retail
management, are carrying Valone’s
vision to new generations of outdoor
enthusiasts.
With decades of experience riding
business cycles up and down, Great
Outdoor Provision Company was
prepared for the last recession. “With
a 40 year history we’ve been fortunate.
We’ve experienced other recessions and
saw this one coming. We responded by
reducing inventory and concentrating on
stock turns,” says Millsaps.
Fortunately, the downturn didn’t
change North Carolina’s enjoyment of
outdoor recreation. “We didn’t see any
fall off in outdoor activity during the
recession, people just weren’t buying
as much new gear,” says Millsaps.
“With the economy picking up now
it’s a great opportunity for us to be a
more disciplined retailer and have the
products our customers are looking for.
We can experiment with new products
and keeping the assortments fresh and

Field Notes
In 2013, Great Outdoor Provision
Company launched a “Get Hiking”
program to invite new customers to
participate in outdoor recreation and
to position the store as a portal for
information about hiking gear and
local destinations. The target market
is people who want to get out and
hike but don’t necessarily know
where to go.
“Get Hiking” offers scheduled hikes
where people can meet others and
also be assured of the route.
The “Get Hiking” group is now
comprised of nearly 1500 people
across North Carolina who join
the store’s staff for weekly hikes.
The store now has a strong core
of people who have expressed
interest in a similar program – “Get
Backpacking.”
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ADVENTURE BEGINS AT THE

“Millennials are the emerging
leaders and it requires a shift
on our part to serve this group
effectively,” says Millsaps. “We
have to let go of legacy thinking
to some degree. That which
speaks to the Boomer does not
necessarily speak as effectively
to the Millennial and certainly
not to Gen Y or the Digital
Native. The Millennial and the
digital native recognize no limits
to communication. They are
managing one’s physical reality
and their screen reality. For these
younger groups the screen reality
is becoming more attractive.”
All of these groups have
outdoor interests and the retailer
is learning that its web and
social channels are often the first
introduction when it meets new
customers, says Millsaps. “We
are fortunate to have our eight
locations in neighborhoods with
terrific traffic flow but we also
recognize that Millennials and
digital natives might visit us first
online to shop us prior to their
physical visit,” he acknowledges.
Although younger consumers
use online resources to research
and purchase outdoor gear, Great
Outdoor Provision has made
a strategic decision not to sell
online.
“E-commerce hasn’t been part
of our profile. We always strived
to make that in-store experience
as positive as we can,” says
Travis Zarins, VP–merchandise.
“We believe customers want to
touch and feel products. People
do want that in-store experience.
Consumers buying online get
frustrated when the box arrives
and the product isn’t what they
expected or doesn’t fit. We can
guide them through the purchase
at the store and actually save
them time by helping them find

what they need.”
The in-store experience is
a critical strategy for building
long term loyalty and brand
performance. “Our customers
require authenticity and keep
us honest in telling our brand
message. Our staff on the retail
floor are the most important part
of the equation as they are the
evidence that we truly know and
go outdoors,” says Millsaps. “The
staff serve all of these generations
in an excellent manner.”
Zarins adds, “We are not
just a gear store or an outdoor
lifestyle store. We have product
collections to meet almost every
need.”
In addition to the in-store
experience, Great Outdoor
Provision is investing in its
social media initiatives to engage
existing customers and attract
new ones. “We have found ways
to introduce ourselves to people
who are learning about outdoor
recreation. Now we have more
ways to reach them,” says Zarins.
Adds Millsaps, “We are
committed to showing up
wherever we can best connect
with our customers. We have to
be authentic and relevant in their
world. Things are transforming
faster and faster. There is
an acceleration of electronic
connectedness through which
folks are communicating.”
With its strength revolving
around the in-store experience,
the retailer will continue to
experiment with social media.
“We may not know exactly
what will be coming down the
pipeline in the digital world,”
says Millsaps, “but we do know
that if we stay in touch with
our customers we will discover
meaningful ways to communicate
with them.” l
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Bass Pro Shops

The Reel Thing

TAMMY SAPP
“We’re not
a big box
store... we’re
a destination
that specializes
in providing
entertainment
and education.”

THE ALLURE AND SUCCESS OF BASS
Pro Shops across America can be summed
up in one, oft-stated fact: The average
customer stays in the store two-and-a-half
hours and drives an average distance of
more than 50 miles to do so.
Bass Pro Shops also claims visits by
more than 116 million people every year.
(That compares with an estimated 60
million annual visitors for Walt Disney
World in Orlando.)
Now that’s a destination store.
The attraction of Bass Pro Shops is easy
to see. Famously publicity-shy founder
Johnny Morris has worked since 1971
to make his stores the must-see retail
stop for avid fisherman and hunters. The
specialty stores combine top-of-the-line
product with restaurants, entertainment
and education. And lots and lots of
products.
While the private company’s financial
results are kept close to the vest (a 2012
report by Moody’s Investors Service
estimated annual sales of at least $2.6
billion; Forbes recently ranked Bass Pro
at 138 on its list of the 441 largest private
companies and estimated its annual
revenue at $2.65 billion), the continued
expansion suggests Bass Pro’s long-held
strategy – to be not just a store, but a
destination – hasn’t been overly disrupted
by the rise of online shopping or other
factors affecting the retail sector in
general. Despite a slowdown in expansion
and some layoffs in its manufacturing
operations during the recent recession,
Bass Pro remains in an expansion mode.
The explanation is simple,
communications director Tammy Sapp
said in a recent article announcing yet
another store opening: “We’re not a big
box store ... we’re a destination that
specializes in providing entertainment and
education.”
Indeed, many people talk about the
entertainment side of the business before
they talk about the product, much of
which – other than its store lines – does
not differ from brands available in other
stores. For example, there’s its restaurant
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Bass Pro Shops has a winning formula.

concept, headlined by Uncle Buck’s
Fishbowl and Grill (named after an uncle
whose name also adorns a house brand of
candy and jerky).
Uncle Buck’s features a unique “ocean”
bowling alley, at stores in Altoona, IA;
Colorado Springs, CO; East Peoria, IL;
Harlingen, TX; and soon in Destin, FL.
In addition, an island-theme bar area,
which has seating for 20, offers visitors
the experience of feeling like they are
underwater exploring the skeletal remains
of a sunken ship. Exotic fish swim in
and around the wreck while Dorado
and sharks, suspended from the ceiling,
appear to swim overhead. The bar
features a 750-gallon saltwater tropical
fish aquarium.
But product is what makes the money
BIts & Bytes
Number of Stores: 85 total,
including its marine centers.
HQ: Springfield, MO
Key Execs:
• Johnny Morris, Founder
• Jim Hagale, President
2013 Sales: $2.65 billion (estimate)
Website: basspro.com

at Bass Pro Shops, which at its heart is an
outdoor store (and catalog and website)
that specializes in hunting, fishing and
camping. Its Tracker Marine Group, which
has produced the top-selling brand of
fishing boats for more than 35 years,
manufactures and sells a variety of boats
for fishing and cruising.
Part of its formula for success revolves
around making sure each store is stocked
with product that’s specific to the region.
Bass Pro Shop stores are also known for
their customized outdoorsy look, with
murals, dioramas, artifacts and taxidermy
that reflect the local area, along with
aquariums filled with native fish. Each
store positions itself as part museum, art
gallery, antique store and conservation
education center.
The formula must be working, because
in a year that has seen several prominent
retailers announce mass store closures,
Bass Pro Shops is moving forward with
expansion plans, with seven new stores
expected to open this year.
And it doesn’t stop there. Stores
slated to open between 2015 and 2017
include Atlantic City, NJ; Round Rock,
TX; Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada;
Loveland, CO; San Jose, CA; Rocklin,
CA; Brandon (Tampa), FL; Bridgeport,
CT; North Charleston, SC; St. John’s
County (Jacksonville), FL; Sayreville, NJ;
Daytona, FL; Emerson (Cartersville), GA;
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada;
Kanata (Ottawa), Ontario, Canada;
Decatur, AL; Spartanburg County, SC; and
West Chester, OH.
This growth has not come without
controversy. Chief among them is the
chain’s reliance on state and local tax
subsidies to move into a new location.
It faces political opposition every time it
makes a foray into a new market, but it
certainly won’t change the way the chain
goes about its business — or its success
strategy. Indeed, the St. Louis store
reportedly rivals the iconic Gateway Arch
for the number of annual visitors, each
attracting about four million visitors a
year. l
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Cabela’s

Aiming for More
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A YEAR MAKES
for Cabela’s. The first quarter of 2013 was
a record setter, with comp store sales
going through the roof on the strength of
an unprecedented demand for guns and
ammo. The first three months of 2014?
Not quite as impressive.
For the first quarter of 2014 total
revenue decreased 9.6 percent to $725.8
million; retail store revenue was down
9.4 percent to $440.9 million; and direct
revenue decreased 20.3 percent to $179.4
million. The lone bright spot was its
financial services unit, where revenue
increased 14.9 percent to $98.6 million.
During the quarter, comparable store
sales decreased 21.7 percent. Net income
was $25.7 million compared to $49.8
million in the year-ago quarter.
All in all, not a good few months, but
the results mirrored soft sales at other
specialty and full-line sporting goods
stores that had reaped the benefits of a
run on firearms last year amid concerns
that the government would be making
buying guns more difficult. So the results
were not unexpected, says Tommy
Bits & Bytes
Number of Stores: 56 stores across
North America, with plans to open an
additional 21 over the next two years.
HQ: Sidney, NE
Key Execs:
• Thomas L. Millner, CEO
• Charles Baldwin, Exec. VP & CAO
• Ralph W. Castner, Exec. VP & CFO
• Michael Copeland, Exec. VP & COO
• Sean Baker, Exec. VP, and
President and CEO of World’s
Foremost Bank
• Brian J. Linneman, Exec. VP
& CMO
• Douglas R. Means, Exec. VP
& Chief Supply Chain Officer
• Scott Williams, Exec. VP & Chief
Marketing and E-Commerce Officer
2013 Sales: $3.6 billion
Website: cabelas.com

Cabela’s did $3.6 billion in sales in 2013.

Millner, Cabela’s CEO, but they were
unwelcome.
“In the first quarter, we anniversary
the most difficult comparisons versus
the firearms and ammunition surge
last year,” he says, looking forward to
better days ahead. “As we cycle through
the unprecedented comparisons from
2013, we are encouraged by our strong
fundamentals.”
The comp store decrease is directly
attributable to the decline in firearms
and ammunition, down 39 percent and
32 percent, respectively. But Millner says
comps are trending positively. “Through
the first six weeks of the quarter,
comparable store sales were down 25
percent to 30 percent but comparable
store sales improved each month through
the quarter and we expect this trend to
continue throughout the second quarter.”
He specifically points to strong new
store performance, increased penetration
of Cabela’s branded softgoods and growth
in its Cabela’s Club loyalty program.
Cabela’s is increasing its reliance
on its own branded products, whose
penetration in softgoods and footwear
accelerated in the quarter and increased
from 54.0 percent to 58.7 percent. The
company says that early reaction to XPG

(Extreme Performance Gear) softgoods
and footwear, Cabela’s Guidewear and
Wildlife and Land Management products
has been very positive.
In 2013 total revenue grew to $3.6
billion, a 15 percent increase from
2012, which the company attributes to
the performance of new stores, which
exceeded $500 in sales per square foot for
2013. For the year, comparable store sales
increased 3.9 percent, representing the
fifth consecutive year of growth.
In 2013 it opened 10 new format
retail stores. Cabela’s has developed
different store formats to serve different
markets. The current stores range in
size from 40,000- to 246,000-square feet.
The next-generation store format, with
more standardized store sizes, expedites
store development time and allows it
to pursue better retail locations. These
stores range in size from 50,000- to
100,000-square feet. Its smaller Outpost
stores are 40,000-square feet and target
smaller communities. Its traditional, or
legacy, large-format retail stores are
150,000-square feet or larger and offer a
tourist-type experience.
Its retail segment generated revenue
of $2.2 billion in 2013, representing 69.6
percent of total revenue combined from
its retail and direct businesses.
Cabela’s plans to open 14 stores in
2014. The chain has revealed plans to
continue to open 13 to 15 retail stores
each year. Most recently, Cabela’s
unveiled plans to open three new
stores – an 80,000-square-foot location
in Huntsville, AL (Fall 2015 opening); an
80,000-square-foot store in Oklahoma
City, OK (Fall 2015) and a 90,000-squarefoot store in Woodbury, NY (Spring
2016), its second store in New York.
Also adding to the bottom line is
Cabela’s Direct segment, which sells
through its e-commerce websites
(Cabelas.com and Cabelas.ca) and
direct mail catalogs. The segment
generated revenue of $974 million in
2013, representing 30.4 percent of total
revenue. l

TOMMY
MILLNER
“In the first
quarter of
2014, we
anniversary the
most difficult
comparisons
versus the
firearms and
ammunition
surge last year.
As we cycle
through the
unprecedented
comparisons
from 2013, we
are encouraged
by our strong
fundamentals.”
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Field & Stream

Playing the Field

ED STACK
“We are
excited about
the profitable
long-term
growth
opportunities
across our
business in our
Dick’s Sporting
Goods stores,
on-line and
through our
Field & Stream
concept.”

ITS PARENT COMPANY HAS MORE THAN
$6 billion in sales and is fast approaching
600 total stores. But it’s the Field & Stream
stores being opened at a steady pace
by sporting goods giant Dick’s Sporting
Goods that are creating the real buzz.
At least it seems that way if you pay
attention to the voices coming out of
Dick’s corporate headquarters in western
Pennsylvania. A lot of time and effort is
being put into proclaiming the potential
for its relatively new – the first store
opened just last year – specialty outdoor
concept. Maybe it is to deflect attention
from some soft comp numbers for its
Dick’s stores, but the fact remains that
Field & Stream seems very, very important
to the suits at Dick’s Sporting Goods.
It is certainly not people who wear
suits that are the target market for Field &
Stream. As the name suggests, the stores
are all about the Great Outdoors and the
hardcore men and women who trek into it
to hunt, fish, hike and camp.
So far the results are impressive. The
two stores that opened last year are
already generating higher sales per square
foot than the traditional Dick’s Sporting
Goods stores. With that success on the

Bits & Bytes
Number of Stores: Currently 3 stores
in two states, with 8 more stores
planned for 2014. Parent company
Dick’s Sporting Goods has 552 stores
in 45 states.
HQ: Coraopolis, PA
Key Execs:
• Edward W. Stack, Chairman & CEO
• Joseph H. Schmidt, President & COO
Website: fieldandstreamshop.com

board, eight more Field & Stream stores
are planned for 2014, with one already
opening last month in Pennsylvania.
Chairman and CEO Ed Stack, who is
targeting $10 billion in sales for Dick’s by
the end of fiscal 2017, envisions Field &
Stream as a major contributor. “We are
excited about the profitable long-term
growth opportunities across our business
in our Dick’s Sporting Goods stores,
on-line and through our Field & Stream
concept,” he says.
Stack believes the new Field & Stream
concept has plenty of room to grow
without bumping into rival outdoor chains

Field & Stream stores are being opened at a steady pace throughout the country.
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Cabela’s and Bass Pro. “There’s still an
awful lot of open areas out there where
we can open and where they can open,”
Stack said recently.
Dick’s opened the first Field &
Stream store last August in Cranberry
Township, PA. A second opened on
November 1 in Crescent Springs, KY.
The newest Field & Stream store opened
in the Millcreek Marketplace in Erie, PA
in mid-June.
President and COO Joseph Schmidt
recently called the grand openings of
the first two stores the most successful
store openings ever in the history of the
company.
Dick’s acquired the rights to operate
retail stores under the 140-year-old
Field & Stream brand in late 2012. After
licensing the Field & Stream trademark
since 2007, it bought full rights to the
name in August, 2012 for $24.5 million.
The Field & Stream trademark is owned
by American Sports Licensing and is not
associated with Field & Stream Licenses
Company or Field & Stream magazine.
Dick’s is also planning to open Field
& Stream stores in the suburbs of
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati.
The store openings last year were
not without controversy. Shortly after
the opening of the Pennsylvania Field
& Stream store last year, NBC News
reported that “a national sporting goods
company that suspended sales of assault
rifles after the Newtown, CT, shooting is
now selling the type of gun the shooter
used via a new and separate chain of
specialty stores.”
It was little more than a year-and-ahalf ago that Dick’s Sporting Goods was
both praised and vilified for suspending
the sales of assault rifles. Gun control
activists praised the chain’s decision at
the time. But when Dick’s opened its first
Field & Stream store an NBC News call
to the store revealed that Bushmaster
AR-15 assault rifles were for sale. In fact,
said a store clerk, “We have a full stock,”
and the $800 guns were readily available
for purchase. l
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L.L.Bean

Bean Counters
NUMBERS CERTAINLY TELL THE STORY
at L.L.Bean. Let’s look at a couple of
them: In one particularly busy day last
year – December 5, 2013, to be exact
– it shipped 173,000 orders. Customer
Satisfaction responded to 128,000
contacts on Cyber Tuesday alone.
It all added up to 2013 being the best
year ever for the iconic catalog, online
and brick-and-mortar retailer, allowing
it to solidify its place among the elite
outdoor specialty retailers. With $1.56
billion in sales in those 12 months, the
company shows no sign of slowing its
momentum.
This year, L.L.Bean plans to invest
$100 million in technology, an expansion
of its Signature line and the construction
of four new stores.
“L.L.Bean has performed very well in a
marketplace that continued to struggle
with economic uncertainty, political
distractions and shaky consumer
confidence,” Chris McCormick, president
and CEO, said in announcing the results
and future plans earlier this year.
McCormick said L.L.Bean saw a three
percent increase in sales over 2012.
McCormick attributed the successful
in the past year to investments in
Bits & Bytes
Number of Stores: Its Flagship Store is
located in Freeport, ME, and it currently
has 19 full retail stores outside of Maine,
as well as 10 outlet stores outside of
Maine. It also operates 19 stores in
Japan and 53 in China.
HQ: Freeport, ME
Key Execs:
• Shawn Gorman, Chairman of the
Board
• Chris McCormick, president and CEO
• Steve Fuller, chief marketing officer
• Tom Armstrong, chief merchandising
officer
• Mark Fasold, chief financial officer
2013 Sales: $1.56 billion
Website: llbean.com
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CHRIS
McCORMICK
“L.L.Bean has
performed
very well in a
marketplace
that continued
to struggle
with economic
uncertainty,
political
distractions
and shaky
consumer
confidence.”

More than just retail: A fishing exhibition inside an L.L.Bean store.

the company’s website and internal
processes aimed at providing better
product assortment and customer
service. L.L.Bean also sticks by its
formula of providing high-quality
outdoor gear for serious outdoorsmen
and those who want to look the part.
“Our product assortment is an
appropriate, thoughtful blend of men’s
and women’s apparel, travel, outerwear,
footwear, hunting and fishing gear,
as well as paddling, hiking, cycling,
camping, skiing, snowshoeing equipment
and home items,” explains spokesperson
Mac McKeever.
L.L.Bean is, at its heart, a direct-toconsumer retailer and as a result it
dedicates significant investment on
its e-commerce strategy. “In 2013, our
e-commerce efforts focused on further
improving our website with the goal of
making it as easy, efficient and userfriendly as possible for our customers,
all in the spirit of providing superior
customer service,” McKeever says.
But that doesn’t come at the
expense of its retail stores or catalogs,
he stresses. “While there has been
incredible growth in e-commerce and in

folks using their smartphones and tablets
to shop, we understand that there’s still
a large portion of the consumer market
that enjoys being able to see and feel the
product in person in a store setting, or the
customer that appreciates the tangibility
of a catalog and the joy than can often
come from thumbing through a catalog,
earmarking favorite products and such,”
McKeever says. “Now more than ever, it’s
important that all of these channels work
together to augment one another.”
Earlier this year L.L.Bean converted
its outlet store in Fayetteville, NY, into
a full L.L.Bean retail store. As part of
the conversion, the 15,000-square-foot
store doubled its staff and now features
a larger assortment of outdoor gear
and apparel. Also catering to consumer
demand, last October L.L.Bean opened a
pop-up Holiday Shop at the Natick Mall
in Massachusetts. Recently the pop-up
shop was reopened on June 30 for the
summer and back-to-school seasons after
the 2013 holiday season activity exceeded
expectations. A month earlier, L.L.Bean
opened its newest retail store in Freehold,
NJ, the company’s third retail store in
New Jersey. l
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END INSIGHT
Social Status

Numbers Game
Data always tells an interesting story. Here are a few fascinating
facts and figures from around the outdoor industry.

Twitter follower counts of the
Great 8 retailers profiled in this
issue. (as of June 25, 2014)

Millennials Care
About Crowdfunding

Fastest Growing
Outdoor Activities

Trends from online conversations across millions
of social media sources globally show that
Crowdfunding (start-up brands raising money
to fund projects) is part of a large and growing
conversation online.

Participation in racing, such as adventure racing
and triathlons, has increased significantly over
the past three years. Water sports, like stand
up paddling and kayak fishing, have also seen
an increase in participation during the past
few years.

REI
@REI

204,000

41,000

Moosejaw
@MoosejawMadness

23,400

EMS
@EASTERNMNTN

11,600
Rock/Creek
@RockCreek

10,300

Great Outdoor Provision
@TrustyGOPC

There were 5.6 million crowdfunding mentions
on social channels and 51 billion conversation
impressions in the first three months of 2014.
Millennials make up over 50% of the crowdfunding
conversation.
Millennials in particular are strongly drawn to
the crowdfunding concept because it aligns
with their core values. The transparency of
crowdfunding allows Millennials to see where
their money is going and the impact it has. It
also allows them to support efforts that align
with their needs and values.
Source: Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) Social Buzz

3-YEAR CHANGE

Backcountry.com
@backcountrycom

+28%
Adventure Racing
+25%
Triathlon (off-road)
+24%
Stand Up Paddling
+20%
Kayak Fishing
+11%
Kayaking (recreational)

Source: Outdoor Foundation’s Outdoor Recreation Participation Topline Report 2014

4,918

Most Popular Youth Outdoor Activities

By participation rate, ages 6 to 24

Massey’s
@MasseysOutfitrs

265

Nantahala
@NOC

188

29.3% 23.7% 18.4% 17.2% 13.1%
Running, Jogging
and Trail Running

Bicycling
Road, Mountain, BMX

Fishing
Fresh, Salt, Fly

Camping
Car, Backyard, RV

29.3% of youth
23.8 million participants

23.7% of youth
19.2 million participants

18.4% of youth
14.9 million participants

17.2% of youth
13.9 million participants

Hiking
13.1% of youth
10.6 million participants

Source: Outdoor Foundation’s Outdoor Recreation Participation Topline Report 2014
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